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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to present one consultant's perspective on the role of the

consultant in a culture of educational change. The view of consultant, as proactive staff

developer, is based on the assumption that the consultant has certain abilities (which

qualified her for the position) and that specific tools and frameworks are needed by the

consultant as she works towards facilitating change. With the new research on brain-based

teaching and learning, on how adults learn, on organizational contexts, on the change

process, and on school cultures, the roles of the leaders are changing and the knowledge,

skills, abilities and maps become different.

"Research by itself is always partial, but your situation is whole" (Clandinin and Connelly,

1988) and it is within this context that reflecting on experience becomes the focus of the

study. The goal of this consultant becomes one of building a community of learners in

which both individuals and the collective move towards resourcefulness through

developing the five states of mind as outlined by Arthur Costa and Robert Garmston in the

cognitive coaching process. Knowledge of the research and the resulting skills, abilities

and mindmaps, "the tools", with states of mind as "pathways" to resourcefulness,

combined with the "frameworks" of cognitive coaching, adaptive learning organizations

and dimensions of learning provide the training ground for staffdevelopers/consultants

involved in educational change.



Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.0 PREAMBLE

The ideas for this thesis germinated from my assuming a consultant's position in 1990 at

the same time as I began a two year masters program in curriculum studies.

Having received no formal training as a consultant, experience and reflection on the job,

study and reflection in the coursework, collaboration as a member of various teams, and

encouragement from my advisor, Dr. Sheldon Rosenstock, offered me the opportunities

for personal and professional growth as I worked towards understanding, stretching and

redefining the parameters of the role of consultant.

In my journey of growth my perceptions of the role changed from one who took

responsibility for the change process to one who began to appreciate the nuances of

change and of the milieu in which all teachers worked. Essentially I went from one who

naively was trying 'to push the square peg into the round hole', to one who saw nurturing

resourcefulness as the method for building the changes, much like the role of gardener -

recognizing the unique strengths of all of the participants and envisioning the potential for

growth - no longer responsible for the size of the change, merely the facilitator of that



growth, providing the optimum conditions for growing, but beginning with the vision of

potential resourcefu lness.

This study defines the role of consultant within the metaphor of 'tunding the gardens'. It

is also based on the premise that growth begtns within, øs a plant doesfrom a seed. If

growth begins within, the role of the gardener changes and it is this changing metaphor

that I believe represents the needed changes in staffdevelopment. Each chapter portrays

one aspect of the planttnglgrowing process and is followed by a summary and personal

reflection section, because in this garden of learning, the gardener, too, continues to grow

within. This growth within is resourcefulness, be it the gardener or the participants.

Coursework that contributed to this journey included: Perspectives on Curriculum;

Curriculum Theory and Design; The Study of Teaching; Seminar on Curriculum Issues;

Critical Inquiry in Curriculum and Instruction; Culture, Citizenship and Curriculum; and

Literacy, Curriculum and Public Policy.

Collaboration as part of a team with Middle Years Consultant, Marilyn Onisko, and Early

Years Consultant, Diane Peeler, with the larger team of coordinators and senior

administration and with the extended community of staffdevelopers throughout the

province, helped me to shape and reshape the many new experiences afforded by this

position. Presenting workshops, organizing for curriculum development and

implementation, developing teams of teachers and working with school teams has led to



wonderful opportunities for sharing with some outstanding individuals who encouraged

and challenged me in my role as learner and as facilitator of learning.

As I adapted different methods and strategies what became clear to me through my studies

and my experiences, was that the three frameworks of Cognitive Coaching, Dimensions of

Learning and learning organization theory, began to serve as my organizers for my

thinking. Cognitive Coaching, which I consider as the foundation framework, is a

nonjudgmental process centering on a planning conference, observation and a reflecting

conference, which can be used by teachers, administrators, consultants and other groups

involved in education. The skills of Cognitive Coaching can result in creating a new

culture of thoughtfulness and inquiry. Arthur Costa and Robert Garmston (1994) state

that, "The relationship presumed by cognitive coaõhing is that teaching is a professional

act and that coaches support teachers in becoming more resourceful, informed, and skillful

professionals." (p.5) The second frameworþ Dimensions of Learning, is a learning-

centered framework that incorporates the latest research on cognition and learning into

practical classroom application. With the third framework, learning organization theory,

suggestions for organization and systems change procedures can result in greater

effectiveness by the consultant.

1.1 BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY

'tilling the soil"



As with other periods in educational history, the 1990s is becoming an era characterized

by significant cutbacks to education in which support staffare being eliminated and

resources are being depleted. The classroom teacher is facing larger classes, a wider

variety of teaching subjects, a wide array of social complexities, numerous curriculum

changes combined with a constant barrage of societal criticism of the education system.

That new ways of thinking about education must be considered in this economic, social

and political climate is a given. Within the context of educational change, I believe that

there is a role for consultants and that, as Marvin Wideen (1987) has suggested, "if there

is to be an effect on school improvement, it must be through staffdevelopment", - a staff

development that emphasizes reflection and renewal, with all of the partners as learners.

Seymour Sarason (1990) asks the question for whom do schools exist? In contrast to the

traditional answer - for the students- he argues that the answer must be that the schools

are for the students and the teachers. In making his case, he points out that a major reason

for the failure of earlier attempts at reform was that they did not take into account that

teachers too were persons and that they needed opportunities for continuing rejuvenation.

He states that the implication is that we must arrange our schools in such a way that there

will be learning and renewal for both staffand students. "This means more than an

occasional professional development day: it will mean taking the phrase "teachers-as

experts" seriously and being committed to providing the time and opportunity which are

necessary for sharing as co-creation and for jointly discussing concerns". states Hunt,

(1993, p. 99) Michael Fullan (1982) extends this thinking to include: "staffdevelopment,

then, is both a strategy for specific, instructional change, and a strategy for basic

organizational change in the way teachers work and learn together." (p.319.)



There has been a virtual explosion of research on change and school improvement, on staff

development and how to conduct it, on instruction and on how the culture of

organizations affects the ability to effect change. How can this information be used more

effectively in a quest to restructure staffdevelopment? What then is the role of consultant

in facilitating this staffdevelopment and hopefully in turn, school improvement?

The assistant superintendent for the Programs Division in a special restructuring project in

the United States summed up the role of the [curriculum] specialists in the following way:

"We expect them to be in tune with national developments; they're supposed to stir things

up. This whole operation is geared toward destroying the status quo and the specialists

are critical to this effort." ( in Fullan, 1982, p.182) Michael Fullan (1,982) states that "the

role of district consultant in educational change represents a significant resource which has

not received the attention it deserves." (p. 184) It is this role upon which I shall focus

within the context of educational change described by Fullan, Wideen and Sarason.

The consultant has been seen in the narrow focus related to curriculum content. As new

information becomes available in the cognitive sciences regarding teaching and learning,

adult learning, and selÊdirected learning , it is my belief that a new culture of

thoughtfulness needs to pervade the whole realm of selÊdirected learning, of learning

organrzations and in changing the system. It is my belief that the consultant, as change

agent, has a definite role to play in this new culture of thoughtfulness and that there are

specific understandings and skills that are needed by the consultant. I begin with the

assumption that the consultant is one who is in the position because of strong

interpersonal skills, organizational skills, as well as being one who is efficient, a strategist

and has a wide knowledge of core subjects. (see also Miles and Assoc., 1988) It is not

10



the purpose of this study to focus on those characteristics but rather to examine the

knowledge, skills and strategies that are needed by the change agent, the gardener.

1.2 PURPOSE

The research problem under investigation is to describe one consultant's perceptions on

the function of the consultant within the context of a changing educational culture and to

suggest a foundation and frameworks for the staffdeveloper for instructional change and

organizational change. The seeds for these ideas arise from the literature review. By

reviewing the past history of staffdevelopment and perspectives on curriculum

development and educational cultures, by analyzing the new research and psychologies on

teaching and learning and the implications for staffdevelopment, by considering the new

social complexities of schools and the related research on organizational change, always

cogruzant of the need for selÊrenewal by teachers, I shall attempt to outline a foundation

of knowledge, skills, maps and mindsets (the gardener's tools) that the staffdeveloper

needs in working towards developing a new culture for staffdevelopment, the culture of a

"learning community'', in which developing the resourcefulness of all of the participants is

the goal.

Within the context of this research problem and the aforementioned consideration, there

are a number of inquiry questions which are worthy of consideration:

1. In this changing era of staffdevelopment, what is the role for the consultant/staff

developer in education?

11



What skills, abilities and knowledge do consultants need, both as learners and

facilitators in educational change?

How can the knowledge of effective staffdevelopment be used toward successful

change and restructuring efforts?

4. What are the most valuable foundations and frameworks that consultants/staff

developers can use to help facilitate the learning community in schools and

divisions?

7.3 S/GNIFICANCE

This examination of the role of consultants in staffdevelopment and as change agents is an

attempt to raise awareness towards rethinking educational change, of the major

considerations needed in change and of the role of leadership in change, particularly the

role of consultant, or as I prefer to identify such change agents, staff developers. The

broader focus of this study is to establish a new vision of education as a learning

community for all of the partners.

The investigation will encompass a literature review (chapters 2,3,4,5,6) in which the

backgrounds in staffdevelopment, curriculum development, perspectives on culture, on

the role of the consultant and on the change process will be addressed as the seeds for the

gardener herself. The implications of the literature review for the staffdevelopment (the

tools) will be outlined in chapters 6, 7 , 8 as the capabilities of vision and leadership, skills,

knowledge, maps and mindsets, are identified as key characteristics needed by the

3.

l2



consultant. Chapter 9 will include the introduction to restructuring(fertilizing the

garden) and chapter 10 will be this consultant's perspective, as to the most valuable

frameworks for growth (the climatic controls) within this restructuring.

This framework for the consultant in educational change will have an impact on

restructuring to facilitate more effective staffdevelopment. The consultant is one who

works to develop a certain culture in staffdevelopment, in curriculum development and in

honouring the change process. Current thinking seems to be driven by economics and not

by what is best for the learning and teaching environment of students and teachers. What

is needed, instead, according to Thomas Gusþ (1,994) is to view staffdevelopment as a

process , not an event, and to see this process as "intentional", with the 'intention' to bring

about positive change or improvement. Thus the focus of the study.

13



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW
"Achievements of the past provide the only means at command þr understanding of the present. " John Dewey

(19s8,p.77)

Change is a reality. In this study, adapting to changing cultures and societies and initiating

curriculum and staffdevelopment changes in practice, is a focus. This chapter, and the

following three chapters, begin the attempt to understand our begirurings in staff

development, in educational cultures, in curriculum development and on the role of

consultant.

AN OVERVIEW OF STAFF DEVELOPMENT

"exam¡ning the garden"

2.0. Pre - 1990s

Thomas Gusþ (1985), in tracing the historical context of staffdevelopment, identifies a

history "characterized primarily by disorder, conflict and criticism." Staffdevelopment

actually began in the early l9th century with the introduction of Teacher Institutes. Since

its beginnings, each decade has been charactenzed by one salient focus. Throughout all of

these movements- from scientific management, to the supervisor as expert, to the human

relations movement, to the teacher as problem-solver, back to government control in the

1950s and a focus on instruction in the 1960s, and the emphasis on teacher centers in the

1970s - criticism abounded. Staffdevelopment was criticized by Stephen M. Corey

(1957) as being "uninspiring and ineffective". ( in Gusþ, 1985) Staffdevelopment drew
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even harsher censure in the 1960s when Davies (1967), in reporting to the Senate

Subcommittee on Education reported that "Inservice education is the slum of American

education - disadvantaged, poverty stricken, neglected, psychologically isolated, riddled

with exploitation, broken promises and conflict" (cited in Gusþ, 1986, p. 5).

Similar criticism continued in the 1970s with Michael Fullan (1982), among others,

demonstrating that most staffdevelopment programs had little lasting impact on school

change or improvement.

Several attempts have been made to explain this lack of success. Gusþ (1986) claims that

the "majority of programs fail because they do not take into account two critical factors:

what motivates teachers to engage in staffdevelopment and the process by which change

in teachers typically takes place" (p.6). His theory is based on the fact that most

professional development is set up to encourage teachers to change their beliefs and then

change their practices. Gusþ believes that teachers will change their beließ only after

they have some evidence of improved student learning.

Louis Rubin (1987) in his analysis of the lack of success of staffdevelopment, states that:

"Education, like most social institutions, suffers from the constraints of tradition, a

reluctance to part with old habits, and the false lure of quick solutions. Collectively, these

forces tend to inhibit sensible innovation, and to keep education mired in antiquated ways"

@.176). In attempts to bring new ideas to teachers, jumping on the bandwagon has

sometimes been the result, with short one-shot sessions that leave many experienced

teachers feeling that 'this too shall pass.'
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Until the 1980s, the professional development focus was on providing teachers with new

content, materials or instructional strategies. Peter Lipman (1991) claims that "because of

the lack of personal support, coaching and feedback, or attention to adult learning

principles, few of the materials or ideas became part of teachers' classroom practice"

(p.28). The research ofFullan (1982) and Gusþ (1986) support this premise. Suzanne

Bailey (1993) cites a reason for lack of success for staffdevelopment, in that learning was

external, passive and controlled by someone else.

The upswing in staffdevelopment did not start untilthe 1980s, says Wideen (1987).

Fenstermacher and Berliner (1983) (in Lipman) argue that staffdevelopment in the 1980s

is not the same as in-service education of earlier decades. Lipman (1991) as well, points to

the new directions in staffdevelopment in the areas of school-based staffdevelopment,

organization development and collaborative schools. Wideen (1987) refers to Southworth

(1984) who contends that staffdevelopment is adult education which should be based on

enriching the teachers' understanding of his/her tasks and activities that go beyond simply

improving performance. He also refers to Vaughan (1983) who sees staffdevelopment in

the 1980s as a way that new research in teaching effectiveness can make a difference in

schools. Methods must change. The old view of staffdevelopment as provider of

knowledge because "knowledge lies outside the school", changes with our new knowledge

about how learning takes place.
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2.1 Staff development in the 1990s

The changing focus of staffdevelopment in the 1980s is even more important in the

1990s. Loucks-Horsley et al. (1987) define staffdevelopment as "a set of experiences

involving individuals and the context in which they work in the process of change."

Marvin Wideen (1987) identifies three reasons for the need for staffdevelopment in the

1990s: 1. the increased knowledge base about learning and teaching environments 2. the

new social complexities in which schools find themselves I as evidenced in recent

ethnographic studies of both classrooms and schools and the resulting impact on the

instructional process] and 3. the continued need for selÊrenewal by teachers. (p.12)

As well as our expanded knowledge on how learning takes place, the changing nature of

society also demands that teachers have the time for reflection and examination.

According to MichaelFullan (1987)," The goal of staffdevelopment is to empower

teachers and schools to participate much more fundamentally and critically in defining and

shaping their own professional existence and institutions" (p. 218). To this end, Fullan

argues that staffdevelopment should be seen as a change and learning process, and that, as

the goals of each staffdevelopment program are discussed, each approach should be

considered separately.

Thomas Gusþ (1986) maintains that if improvement is truly the goal of staff

development, we should begin to focus on the learning conditions of students rather than

on the working conditions of adults. He believes that a clear vision of what is possible is
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needed and that the many demands of the classroom make it difficult for such vision to

come from teachers. The need to establish goals must be a joint effort including all

participants, both internal and external parties.[consultants and central office staff]

Louis Rubin (1987) identifies some basic principles for consideration of inservice

education:

First, staff development is a major component in most school
improvement efforts. It is virtually impossible to separate teacher
and administrator capability from efforts to reform schooling.
Second, good staff development is anything but easy. A budgetary
nuisance, undervalued by the public, often disdained by teachers
themselves, inservice programs are among the first to be eliminated
when dollars become short. Third, while there has been
considerable improvement in recent time, we still lack good models
of long-term programs which produce systematic and continuous
improvement in professional knowledge and skill (p. n\.

He describes the work of Gary Griffin(1984) and Little (1981) who identift the

characteristics of good, school-based, staffdevelopment programs to include: staff

collaboration and joint problem-solving, reasonable time-frames, supportive

environments, and opportunities for ongoing reflection. The National StaffDevelopment

Council has identified key components of a successful staffdevelopment plan for the

1990s: collaboration, risk-taking, incorporation of available knowledge bases, participant

involvement , time, leadership and sustained administrative support, appropriate incentives

and rewards, instructional designs based on principles of adult learning and the change

process, support for individual, school and district goals, and placing the program within

the philosophy and organzational structure of the school and district. Many different staff

development programs exist and attempt to incorporate some of these elements. Sparks

and Loucks-Horsley ( I 989) present five models: individually-guided staff development
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(for example, a reading program), observation assessment (example, peer coaching),

involvement in a development and improvement process (such as team member in site-

based management), training (the traditionalworkshop approach) and inquiry (example,

action research). Peter Lipman (1991) believes that there has been a paradigm shift in

thinking about staffdevelopment, one which now focuses on collaborative cultures and

the principles of organization development.

Within this context, there are resources for trainers in staff development but limited

information on becoming a facilitator in staffdevelopment. Suzanne Bailey (1993),

educational consultant, maintains that we need to shift this new approach to staff

development in which decentralization, team learning, selÊdirected learning and

accelerated learning strategies (based on new brain research) will help build new cultures

of schools as a learningorganizations. The question still emerges - V/ith learning

organizations based on the premise that each person takes control of his/her ongoing

learning, what is the role of staffdeveloper?

2.2 Summary and Reflection

The lack of success in staff development over the decades has been attributed to several

factors: 
. Iack of understanding of teacher motivation (Gusþ lgs6)

lack of understanding of the change process (Gusþ 1986)

learning seen as external and controlled by someone else (Bailey

1ee3 )

Iack of coaching and feedback (Lipman 1991 )
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lack of attention to adult learning (Lipman 1991)

lack of vision (Gusþ, Lipman)

lack of long-term models (Rubin, 1987 )

In effect, prior to the 1980s, there wqs only one kind of garden and one kind of gardener,

employing the same tools over and over again resulting in a garden thotwas not very

well-tended.

Staffdevelopment practices actually came of age in the 1980s. With ongoing research

into the teaching and learning environment in the 90s, staffdevelopment practices must

shift to reflect the best about how we know that learning occurs. As I reflect upon the

suggestions for improvement, several factors become important to me .

developing a vision,

basing staffdevelopment on new research in learning,

building in time for teacher reflection followed by

coaching and feedback with the emphasis on teachers'

shaping their own vision,

focus on the results , the student learning,

working with teams of teachers instead of one on one,

and providing opportunities for selÊdirected learning.

What I begin to perceive is the developing of a new culture of staffdevelopment, with all

of the partners as learners, with the role of consultant as one of møny gardeners,instead

of the producer. A gardener works towards providing for the optimum conditions for

growth of the diverse plants within her care.rThe gardener can't do the growing for the



plant, can't change its shape or texture, but can, through a variety of tools and methods,

and through working with the other gardeners, provide conditions to promote and

enhance this growth. This is the guiding premise of this thesis.

However, gardeners also need to know their craft and understand the conditions or in

these new gardens, the culture and conditions of curriculum development, that have

affected past gardens.
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CHAPTER 3

LITERATURE REVIEW

PERSPECTIVES ON CULTURE IN EDUCATION

("germination of the seeds')

"Growing is not something which is completed in odd moments; it is a continuous leading into the

future." (John Dewey)

An overview of staffdevelopment trends reflects the culture of each era - the values,

mores, and the rituals. Robert Zais (1976) states that curriculum foundations are to be

found in philosophy, society and culture, in the individual, and in learning theory.

Educational philosophies and cultures have produced many perspectives: those

encompassing an emphasis on knowledge, those on the teaclnngllearning conditions and

those that question our underlying assumptions regarding knowledge. Schubert (1984)

states that "... curricular problems are not problems of schooling alone but those of living

in which curriculum is seen as central to the experience of being in a society and culture."

(p.72) To this end cultures must be understood and values clarified.
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3.0 Knowledge as Central to Development of Culture

Matthew Arnold, writing in 1859, was critical of the school culture that had been

instituted. He advocated moving away from teaching by rote, and teaching to the test as

he regarded tests as too narrow and that what was needed was "sweetness and light".

Arnold believed that the pursuit of critical thought was high culture, a high culture that

knew no social bounds. Everyone should have access to the "best that has been known".

In his bent on humanizing education, knowledge accompanied by critical thinking, was the

culture that should exist in the school, according to Matthew Arnold.

Both E.D. Hirsch (1988) and A.M. Schlesinger (1992) raise the question of knowledge

and culture. E. D. Hirsch (1988) claims that culture means knowledge and that everyone

should have a common set of beliefs, values and knowledge. A.M. Schlesinger (1992)

believes in the nation-state, but that in an assimilation state, questions need to be raised

about multi-cultures---whose knowledge is important - whose view prevails?

Although I do agree that all students having access to the same knowledge is important, I

believe that creating the teaching/learning environment so that all students can learn is a

more important factor in the culture of education, in providingfor the roots.

3.1 Developing a Teaching/Learn¡ng Culture For a Strong Democracy

3.1.0 John Dewey
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John Dewey (1916), developed a much different perspective on culture. Dewey (1916)

was also concerned about the culture being developed in schools and felt that "Education

in its broadest sense, is the means of this social continuity of life." (p ¡) Aims to Dewey

(henceforth all references in this section to Dewey refer to his 1916 writing) include

"development, social efficiency and culture or personal mental enrichment". His definition

of culture is "the capacity for constantly expanding the range and accuracy of one's

perception of meanings." (p.145) In other word s, cultutre is what is needed to give growth

lo the imagination.

Dewey attacks conceptions of preparing, unfolding and formalism which resulted in " an

undue emphasis upon the training of narrow specialized modes of skill at the expense of

initiative, inventiveness, and readaptability - qualities which depend upon the broad and

consecutive interaction of specific activities with one another." (p.80) Again culture is

seen as "initiative and inventiveness", as growth to the imagination, the power of thinking

and reflection, rather than a reliance on the transfer of knowledge.

Democracy for Dewey means education open to all:

Democratic society is peculiarly dependent for its maintenance upon the use in
forming a course of study of criteria which are broadly human. Democracy
can not flourish where the chief influences in selecting subject matter if
instruction are utilitarian ends narrowly conceived for the masses, and , for the
higher education of the few, the traditions of a specialized cultivated class.
(p.226)
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Within this culture of equal opportunity for all students, Dewey believes that "the

educative process is a continuous process of growth, having as its aim at every stage an

added capacity of growth." (p. 63)

It is not of course a question whether education should prepare for the future.

If education is growth, it must progressively realize present possibilities, and

thus make individuals better fitted to cope with later requirements. Growing is

not something which is completed in odd moments; it is a continuous leading

into the future. (p. 65)

In building this culture in which growth of the imagination is crucial, in which there should

be equal opportunities for all, in which growth is regarded as being the end instead of

having an end, Dewey continues to outline aspects of an environment conducive to

learning: the active component of learning, the balance in instruction, of the linking of

subject matter to the interests and experience ofstudents, ofteachers' responses to

students as they are learning and of the thinking needed in this environment. As all of

these factors become key ingredients in the frameworks for consultant (chapter t0), I shall

consider them in some detail.

a) The importance of the environment -

Setting up conditions which stimulate certain visible and tangible ways of
acting is the first step. Making the individual a sharer or partner in the

associated activity so that he feels its success as his success, its failure as

his failure, is the completing step. As soon as he is possessed by the

emotional attitude of the group, he will be alert to recognize the special

ends at which it aims and the means employed to secure success. (p. 17)

Dewey asks the critical question: *Wy is it, in spite of the fact that teøching by pouring

in, Ieørning by a passive absorption, ore universølly condemned, thøt they are still so



entrenched in practice? " (p.46) He states "That education is not an affair of 'telling'

and being told, but an active and constructive process, is a principle almost as generally

violated in practice as conceded in theory."(p 46) Environment for learning should

develop positive attitude and dispositions as well as the active involvement with things,

preferably in a joint activity as Dewey summarizes: "Only by engaging in a joint activity,

where one person's use of material and tools is consciously referred to the use other

persons are making of their capacities and appliances, is a social direction of disposition

attained." (p.47)

b) Balance in instruction

This linking of shared learning to real life experiences is also reflected in his concern

regarding instruction. Dewey maintains that a balance between the informal and the formal

instruction is needed and that "there is the standing danger that the material of formal

instruction will be merely the subject matter of the schools, isolated from the subject

matter of life-experience." (p. 10) Similarly in developing the mind, the need is to provide

an environment for engaging the mind. In addressing particular subjects, Dewey states

that "Mere amassing of information apart from the direct interests of life makes mind

wooden; elasticity disappears." (p.245) and "The result is an inevitable deadness of topics

to which attention is invited, but which are so isolated that they do not feed

imagination....".(p.250) , the growth of the imagination that Dewey considers the culture

ofeducation. Science, he contends, does provide the experience for this expansion and so
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should receive greater priority for the methods it offers. Dewey urges us to respect all of

the senses and the connections with the activity.

c) The Teacher's Role

In developing this culture of learning, "the educator's part in the enterprise of education is

to furnish the environment which stimulates responses and directs the learner's course".

(p.212) The other point, he outlines, is the "necessity of a social environment to give

meaning to habits formed".(p.2I3)

Dewey does not negate the importance of knowledge. Rather he maintains that teachers

should be very knowledgeable in their fields. "While engaged in the direct act of teaching,

the instructor needs to have subject matter at his fingers' ends; his attention should be

upon the attitude and response of the pupil." (p.215) It is also necessary to keep in mind

the different standpoints of the teacher and the student to the subject matter.

To the one who is learned, subject matter is extensive, accurately defined,
and logically interrelated. To the one who is learning, it is fluid, partial, and
connected through his personal occupations. The problem ofteaching is to
keep the experience of the student moving in the direction of what the
expert already knows. Hence the need that the teacher know both subject
matter and the characteristic needs and capacities of the student. (f,.216)

Concerning the value of informatioq Dewey maintains that relevancy is crucial:

Does it grow naturally out of some question with which the student is
concerned? Does it fit into his more direct acquaintance so as to increase
its efficacy and deepen its meaning? If it meets these two requirements, it is
educative. The amount heard or read is of no importance -the more the
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better, provided the student has a need for it and can apply it in some
situation of his own. (p.219)

Providing the social environment in which there is joint interest and sharing should be the

aim rather than merely testing to ascertain whether knowledge has been retained.

d) Creating a "Thinking" Culture

Thinking is at the essence of Dewey's concept of culture. "Thinking is the accurate and

deliberate instituting of connections between what is done and its consequences." (p. 177)

Dewey outlines the steps to be - "the sense of a problem, the observation of conditions,

the formation and rational elaboration of a suggested conclusion, and the active

experimental testing." (p. 177) "While allthinking results in knowledge, ultimately the

value of knowledge is subordinate to its use in thinking." (p. 178) Dewey proposes four

conditions that honour this culture of thinking:

1. Link the thinking with real life application -

"Initial stage of that developing experience which is called thinking is experience".

(p.180) and that these types of experience "dependþr their efficiency upon thefact that

they go back to the type of situation which causes reflection out of school in ordinary

Ii,te". (p.182)

2. Build on prior knowledge

"...to think effectively one must have had, or now have experiences which willfurnish

him resources for coping with the dfficulty at hand. " (p. I8Q.

3. Build in opportunities for learning together -
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"all thinking is original vhich leads to shared activity in which "the teacher is a

learner, and the learner is , teithout knowing it , a teacher..."(p.188)

4. Ideas are anticipations of possible solutions

Il'here schools are equipped with laboratories, shops, and gardens, where

dramatizations, plays, and games arefreely used, opportunities existfor reproducing

siluations of lfe, andþr acquiring and applying information and ideas in the carrying

forward ofprogressive experiences. Ideas are not segregated, they do notþrm an

isolated island. They aninnte and enrich the ordinary course of líe. Inþrnntion is

vitalized by itsfunction; by the place it occupies in direction of action. (p. 190)

e) Relationship of play and work

Dewey highlights the importance of play in education -"Experience has shown that when

children have a chance at physical activities which bring their natural impulses into play,

going to school is a joy, management is less of a burden and learning is easier." (p.225)

In the continuing th¡ead of active learning, Dewey finds it important ..."that knowledge-

getting be an outgrowth of activities having their own end, instead of a school task."

(p.22e)

One of the key values in this culture of growth of the imagination is "An adequate

recognition of the play of imagination as the medium of realization of every kind of thing

which lies beyond the scope of direct physical response is the sole way of escape from

mechanical methods in teaching." (p.277) Thus, according to Dewey, creating an
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envirorunent that moves away from the mechanical means in teaching is to create a culture

for learning that builds 'thinking' citizens for a strong democracy.

3.1.1 Ken Osborne

In raising new questions about democracy and in assessing school culture, Ken Osborne

(1991) states that how we teach does influence students' reaction to what we teach..thus a

new outlook on culture and curriculum. My reaction to this is that if we value individual

thought, then we will honour the responses of all students and involve all of them in the

discussion. If we value coverage, then we will involve only those who have read or

purport to have read the material. If we value reflection, then we will model the reflection

process and not accept or honour pat answers. Osborne goes on to state that "teaching is

an important shaper of citizenship" (p. 2) andthat we, in Canada, have tended to see

citizenship in passive terms. Osborne states that curriculum must be organized around a

different culture - "to show students the world as it is, to show them how it might be and

to give them the knowledge, skills and dispositions to transform one to the other". (p. 25)

Citizenship needs to move beyond the passivity that exists in all aspects of life.

Osborne (1991), in examining other pedagogies, states that'Feminist pedagogy

emphasizes interactive teaching techniques with particular emphasis on dialogue, sharing

and group-work." (p. 730) and that the feminist perspective maintains that "not only must
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the curriculum be taught in ways that allow for the exploration of personal feelings of

those under study, but it must also allow students to explore and refine their own feelings

and reflect upon and extend their own experience." (p.76) In other words, gender

inclusiveness becomes an important part of teaching for citizenship, teaching all students

to be better citizens.

Osborne further states that teaching has to change from the transmission model. (p.76)

Who is doing the learning in our classrooms? It is the teachers. We become better and

better experts and the students are not. What Osborne describes in chapter four "The

Elements of Pedagogy for Democratic Citizenship", I would describe as teaching to reflect

the teachin gllearning process.

l. having a clearly articulated vision
2. matenal to taught must be worthwhile knowing
3. material to be taught should be presented as issues or problems
4. careful and deliberate attention to the teaching of thinking
5. connections to students' previous knowledge and experience
6. students must become active in their own learning
7. students should share and build upon each other's ideas
8. connections needed between the outside world and the classroom
9. classrooms characterized by trust and openness so that students find it

easy to participate in their own learning.
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3.1.2 Carl Glickman

Carl Glickman(1994), as well, emphasizes the democratic function of school and he

believes that we have public schools to prepare students to engage productively in a

democratic society. He states that the intersection of productivity and democracy is

participation and that the concern should be not what they're taught but how they'll

participate. The characteristics of a strong democracy, in his view are: implicit beließ,

don't leave decision-making to chance, and democracy needs to be fueled by critical

reflection, a critical reflection which leads to asking different questions.

3.1.3 James Moffett

James Moffett (1994) outlines that requiring people to attend school arrived at a time

when America's population was mainly rural and illiterate. Thus the contradiction of

modern democracy began. He states that " far from creating an enlightened electorate,

compulsory education has resulted in a populace that is currently throwing democracy

away. By refusing to face problems and by voting for leaders who just make them feel

good, Americans have supported political practices that erode their civil rights and the

powers of Congress..." (pp.5-6) He claims that making people learn and making them

Iearn in certain ways, results in " Homogenizing a populace through a cookie-cutter

curriculum [that] at once nullifies the diversity that ensures collective survival and thwarts



the individualization on which selÊrealization depends"(p.6). He identifies three cornmon

aims for education: social responsibility, productive employment and personal

development. and states that this homogeneity works against these goals. Moffett places

great urgency on developing a culture in which personal development takes priority, "

...without personal development you cannot hope for the enlightened electorate that

democracy requires, not the maturity and selÊfulfillment that make people responsible, not

the development of talent, intellect and social skills that the workplace is crying for." þ.7)

That this priority must be towards personal development is " because learning takes place

only in individuals" (p.7)

3.2 Questioning Underlying Assumptions - Whose Culture is it?

3.2.0 Michael Apple

Critical reflection becomes the method used by Michael Apple (1979) and C.A. Bowers

(1987) as they raise new questions about the taken-for-granted assumptions in education.

Apple (1979) is concerned about the nature of the culture, 'whose interests are being

served in a democracy?' He feels that schools are used for hegemonic purposes in that,

although purporting to teach cultural and economic values to all, only a select number of

students are selected for higher education. He asks us to challenge the basic rules and

tacit assumptions which allows this to happen. He questions how the hidden curriculum

teaches ideological concepts and demands that many assumptions be made problematic so



that we can understand the origins of what we are doing and why we are doing things in

these ways.

Apple (1979) raises our awareness about the significance of high status knowledge, of the

dominance in the subject-centered curriculum, of the missing component in the sciences

and social sciences, and of the labeling that results in unequal treatment of our students.

High status knowledge, he maintains, is teachable and testable and pertains to the

knowledge of things. He believes that high status knowledge (cultural content) is used as

a device for economic stratification. Different kinds of students get different kinds of

knowledge and it is here that labeling and inequality begins. "Whose knowledge is it?

...Why is it being taught to this particular group in this particular way?" (p. 153) Apple

(1979) also questions the status that some subjects have in relation to others and he

outlines the political and cultural influences. He feels that the focus in many curriculum

areas has been on consensus-making and not on the more important problem-solving.

Science and the social sciences, he feels, have not examined the personal constructions of

human beings and have been divorced from reality - " controversy is central to progtess in

science and it is this continuing conflict that is hidden from students" Likewise, passivity

has resulted in the social sciences. Apple (1979) states that conflict is useful for

curriculum design and that there is the need to personalize the subjects and to help

students focus on their personal struggles to understand and realize connections. Instead

of being recipients of values, students will be active in questioning those values.
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Apple (1979) in his quest to discover the complex connections between cultural power

and politics and economics, outlines the need for a critical curriculum community. a

culture in which there is:

support for student rights

support for students to have access to politically and culturally honest
information

and the need to look at models of investigating school instead of students-
regarding its purpose and is it capable of accomplishing its goals (in other
words, what is the culture of the school?)

3.2.1 C. A. Bowers

"Without this teaching becomes largely a matter of socializing students to the limited

pattern of thinking in textbooks and curriculum guides", so says Bowers (1987) who also

questions the knowledge that we expect students to gain and how it is best for them to

gain this knowledge and understand it in a more personal way. He believes that people are

unaware of the authority that culture has over them and that relativizing of this authority is

needed so that there is greater understanding of the relationships involved. This could

lead to making taken-for-granted beließ explicit. Once this is achieved, what Bowers

(1987) calls a "liminal space", the conceptual distance needed for critical reflectioq can be

constructed so that people can create new knowledge, new understandings.
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Bowers(l987) states that in order to move into this space, that what is needed is the

understanding of the role of language, cornmunication and human consciousness,

"communicative competence". Teachers and students, he believes, need new conceptual

maps to understand the dual nature of socialization. Questioning our assumptions,

questioning our understandings of the origins of knowledge and the humanizing factors in

knowledge are just as important for staffdevelopment as they are for students, says

Bowers.

Bowers (1993) contends that new perspectives must be developed in staffdevelopment.

Teachers must gain knowledge of the'land ethic', of a new understanding of moral

education and of a realization that all literacy is environmental education. Bowers predicts

that many cultures will perish in this rapidly changing global society unless we develop

new understandings in education.

3.2.2 Peter Drucker

Presently, there is a renewed interest in transforming culture. Peter Drucker in his article

of 1994 "The Age of Social Transformation" traces the trends in our society since the

1900s. He claims that the new group in society is the "knowledge workers" and "that they

require a good deal of formal education and the ability to acquire and to apply theoretical

and analytical knowledge. They require a different approach to work and a different

mind-set. Above all, they require a habit of continuous learning." (p.62) According to

Drucker, this group will form a third of the work force in the United States and they will

be the largest single population and work-force group. Knowledge workers will gain

access to jobs through formal education andtfuough manual skill. "Education will



become the center of the knowledge society and the school its key institution. What

knowledge must everybody have? What is "quality" in learning and teaching? These will

of necessity become the central concerns of the knowledge society and central political

issues." (p. 66) [back to Apple and Bowers]

In the knowledge society, clearly, more knowledge, and especially
advanced knowledge, will be acquired well past the age of formal schooling
and increasingly, perhaps, through educational processes that do not center
on the traditional school.. But at the same time, perforrnance of the
schools and basic values of the schools will be of increasing concern to
society as a whole, rather than being considered professional matters that
can safely be left to "educators".(p.66) [Tremendous implications!J

Drucker goes on to state that:

We can also predict with confidence that we will redefine what it means to
be an educated person. Traditionally...., an educated person was somebody
who had a prescribed stock of formal knowledge.... Increasingly, an
educated person will be somebody who has learned how to learn and who
continues learning, especially by formal education, throughout his or her
lifetime. (p.67)

This concept brings many challenges but "equally new are the opportunities of the

knowledge society...the possibility of leadership will be open to all. ...Learning will

become the tool of the individual- available to him or her at any age- if only because so

much skill and knowledge can be acquired by means of the new learning technologies."

(p.67) How well that individual does in acquiring and applying knowledge will become

the competitive factor.
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In the knowledge society, knowledge for the most part exists only in application. The

central work force will consist of highly specialized people. Generalists will be those

who" have learned how to acquire additional specialties rapidly in order to move from one

kind ofjob to another." Specialists will have to learn to work differently in this

knowledge society. In schools, no longer can teachers of the various disciplines work in

isolation.

This new scenario brings many challenges, one being that the knowledge workers will

have a responsibility for non-knowledge workers. "It demands for the first time in history

that people with knowledge take responsibility for making themselves understood by

people who do not have the same knowledge base." (p.68) Drucker believes that this

implies two new requirements: that knowledge workers work in teams and that

knowledge workers be affiliated with an organization. "The understanding of teams, the

performance capacities of different kinds of teams, their strengths and limitations, and the

trade-offs between various kinds of teams will thus become central concerns in the

management of people"(p. 68). Equally important is the second implication of the fact

that knowledge workers are of necessity specialists: there is a need for them to work as

members of an organization. To educate students, a great many specialists have to

contribute- people whose specialty may be literature or mathematics or science etc. And

this requires that the specialist have access to an organization. Drucker says that the

access may be through a consultant, or it may be as a provider of specialized services but

more often through an organization.

Drucker talks about the need for social and political innovation and claims that "we will

have to think through education - its purpose, its values, its content. We will have to learn

to define the quality of education and the productivity of education, to measure both and



to manage both" and further that "We need to work on the quality of knowledge and the

productivity of knowledge...and establish what responsibility does knowledge

have?"(p.80) These questions echo from previous decades and have significant

ramifications for the learning of today's and tomorrow's students and educators.

3.3 Summary and Reflection

Educational cultures have focused on different understandings throughout the decades:

from an influence on knowledge, to an understanding of what knowledge should be taught

and how schools should be organized, to an understanding of the teachingllearning

environment, to examining the relationships in a democratic society and more recently, in

examining a 'knowledge society'. These recurring themes, many of which continue to

dominate our conversation concerning change in education today, have a definite impact

on staffdevelopment.

The seeds begin to germinate? How does the gardener develop a culture in which the

teaching learning environment raises new questions about the taken-for-granted

assumptions which past practice has over us.? I adhere to the culture of learning proposed

by Dewey and Osborne and agree with Apple and Bowers that we must help both students

and teachers question the hold that culture has on many of our assumptions. AIso, if we

are truly moving towards a knowledge society, how do we embed the key attributes of

personal development, the mindset of continuous learning, sharing the learning field with



all of the stakeholders, learning how to learn , working in teams, and working as members

of a larger orgaruzation? I return to Dewey's culture as 'growth of the imagination' in

which active learning, balance in instructiorL linking subject matter to interests and

experiences of students in an environment which values thinking, prior knowledge,

learning together, learning as fun (plÐ with the attention of the teacher on the attitudes

and responses of students as being applicable to staffdevelopment, a staffdevelopment

that develops the mindset of continuous learning (Drucker) and promotes personal

development (Moffett). ln planting this new garden, the questions become how are we

empowering students and teachers to make theii own sense of the world, to understand

the taken-for-granted assumptions and to understand how we work on the quality and

productivity of knowledge and to understand the responsibility that knowledge has,

@rucker, Apple, Bowers Dewey) become the knowledge quest for this consultant. The

metaphor continues to change. The old view of gardener was that of one who planted,

hoed, watered and watche d. Ã different view of gardener is required as there are many

diverse gardens and, growing within, just as the seed grows within the plant, gains in

importance. "Learning takes place only in individuals" becomes the focus with the

emphasis moving to everyone as learner and, in turn, gardener - teachers, students staff

developers, and administrators. The key skills, in recognition of the growth within,

become facilitation skills, skills to promote and develop reflectiveness.
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Consaltant as gardener, asfacilitator, needs to understand the dffirent soils and

planting condilions. Where did this learner-centered curriculum originate and how can

this knowledge help us understand the conditions for sowing the seedsfor sach a culture?
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CHAPTER 4

LITERATURE REVIEW

PERSPECTIVES ON CURRICULUM

(u nderstandi ng the soil conditions)

Curriculum development and staffdevelopment are closely linked. Nancy R King (1981)

states that although in curriculum planning for the future we need new perspectives and

insights, "Without an awareness of the history of curriculum, we are in danger of

mistaking reformulations of old perspectives for waves of the future. Moving beyond

traditional frames of reference is possible only if we acknowledge, understand and learn

from our past." (p.125) Whereas in the preceding chapter, in investigating cultures, the

question was: what knowledge is the most worthwhile and how is it worthwhile, as we

move into curriculum perspectives the question becomes: What curriculum knowledge is

most worthwhile in planning for the future?

As quoted previously, Robert Zais (1976) believes that curriculum finds its beginnings in

philosophy, society and culture, in the individual and in learning theory. These four

specific perspectives on curriculum knowledge have shaped my beließ and understanding:
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l. an understanding of the background of the beginnings of the child-centered curriculum
and the resulting developments.

2. viewpoints of political, economic and value contexts on curriculum.
3. an overview of the different paradigms of curriculum.
4. an understanding of curriculum as inquiry - teachers as learners.

4.0 Historic perspective

Schubert (1986) maintains that "Greater knowledge enables a higher level of conscious

attention to and reflection upon curriculum matter." (p.3) In addressing what curriculum

knowledge is worthwhile for the 90s and beyond, we need to consider the thinkers of the

past who in effect have contributed to our present curriculum as John Dewey (1938)

stated "Achievements of the past provide the only means at command for understanding of

the present." (p.77)

For purposes of this investigation, I will refer specifically to the present learner-centered

focus in curriculum development. This is only one strand in curriculum development. For

other representative works, the reader could refer to Lawrence Cremin (1964), Herbert

Kliebard (1986), Daniel Tanner and Laurel Tanner (1990) and William Schubert (1986).

In gaining an appreciation of the present student-centered or child-centered curriculum,

we need to go back to the beginnings, to Jean Jacques Rousseau (1762) and Johann

Pestalozzi (1864), to discover how their theories resulted in changes in attitudes towards

children in order to understand how our perceptions of 'how young people learn'

influences our teaching. One might argue that the 1700s and 1800s are no longer relevant
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to today's unique context. Not so! What is needed instead is a profound understanding of

where we've been in order to understand where we are going. (Eisner, 1979) Schubert

(1986) further proposed that "Educational innovators need to be able to use the successes

and failures of the past to renew their own contribution." (p.9)

The current emphasis is on establishing a child-centered curriculum. For those of us

working towards this goal, it is difficult to imagine a time when children were treated as

miniature adults and expected to think like adults, when children were expected to

memorize and recite, when punishment was an accepted teaching method. (Green, 1914)

A move away from this practice, had its beginnings in the writings of Jean Jacques

Rousseau, in 1762, with his book, Emile: his method of educating a child from infancy to

adulthood and his recognition of the mental and physical development of children and

adolescents and the implications for learning.

Johann Pestalozzi's (1894 ) success in applying Rousseau's philosophies led to a new

form of teacher training and observation which we are making use of today with our

action research projects. His emphasis on establishing an Art of Education was the

impetus for teacher education programs. His General method of the Art of Education,

which focused on the establishment of an atmosphere of emotional security, today, forms

the basis for teaching culturally disadvantaged children. His organization of the teaching

of arithmetic is still relevant today. His Specific Method, which systematized the elements

of education, beginning with the sense impressions which develop from the easy to the



more complex, forms the basis for many of our lesson plans and was indeed influential on

the thinking of John Dewey and the other Progressives. His use of the environment to

make learning areal life experience is what we are attempting to do in the Work

Education and Cooperative Education Programs.

Our Early Years curriculum with its emphasis on play and on appealing to the experiences

of the children emanates from Pestalozzi. Furthermore, his influence saw an inclusion of

new curricula such as natural and social sciences, music, graphic arts and vocational

training!

B. F. Skinner's work on programmed learning was built on Pestalozzl's specific method.

Jean Piaget's emphasis on social interaction is reflective of Pestalozzi, and his stages of

learning have their beginnings in Rousseau's philosophies. Jerome Bruner's inductive

model is built on Rousseau's theories and his work on intuition has roots in Pestalozzi's

'Anschuung' - the way of forming concepts or clear ideas.

This is only one strand of understanding in curriculum development, but one which in

effect planted the seeds of enhanced understanding of curnculum development in this

consultant. Educators in each era were committed to extending education to all and to

enhancing the depth of thinking and relevant applications within the curriculum. Today

we are still struggling with similar concerns. How do we break down the resistance to
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change, to moving away from "this is how I was taught and others should be taught the

same way," to examining the taken-for-granted assumptions?

4.1 Curriculum and Political, Social and Econom¡c Contexts

To answer these questions we perhaps need to examine the historic background in the

context of the political, social and economic conditions as reflected by Schubert (1986):

"Much of what becomes curriculum is forged by political, economic, and value contexts."

(p s)

Lauren Resnick (1987) traces the history of mass education which at one time was

concerned with routine learning, simple computation, reading familiar texts and acquiring

vocational knowledge. Education began with the earliest classrooms of the eighteenth

century where students sat at their desks, memorized assigned passages from texts and

were called up to recite to the teachers. As the political climate changed, this progressed

to a situation in which growing numbers of students necessitated a change in classroom

setting. Children were placed in smaller age groupings and instead of a single classroom, a

number of smaller classrooms were built. Curriculum delivery changed as students began

to recite in unison and the teacher demanded the attention of the entire class. These

schools evolved into institutions of mass schooling, the purpose of which was to transmit

basic skills of reading, writing and arithmetic. Resnick (1987) maintains that up until

about sixty years ago, there were two systems: the elite schools and those for the working
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class. As mass education became more acceptable, the elite system began to disappear but

mass schooling continued to emphasize skillbuilding and was based on the factory model

from the work place.

Peter Spratt (1990) contends that most of human history was concerned with "simple

survival", followed by an emphasis on "individual rights and individual wealth." The shift

changed in the 60s and 70s to the principal of equality to suggest that we are all the same

and should have the same opportunities in education. During this era, he suggests we

were processing students instead of focusing on'learning.

James Moffett (1994) points out that although personalized, holistic and experiential

learning has existed since the eighteenth century with the work of Jean-Jacques Rousseau,

Johann Pestalozzi, and Freidrich Froebel, with the American Transcendentalists and later

Maria Montessori, Rudolf Steiner and John Dewey, political and social forces have

worked against these movements. He attributes this thinking to the fact that individualism

has been misunderstood in history citing Athens and Rome as examples of this

misunderstanding. Individualism was believed to have been the downfall of both nations

and thus the negative images evolved. "We boast of our personal liberty, but it is clear we

still fear and distrust it, because historical experience seems to tell us that as individuals

strengtheq society disintegrates."(p.10) He goes on to state that it is actually the reverse

that is true - if personal development is pursued, it goes beyond selfishness to a better

understanding of others. Social changes are happening as races travel and mix.
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"...pluralism causes people to identifli more selectively and fractionates the group

consciousness. As individual consciousness increases, tolerance becomes more and more

important for social cohesion." (p.13)

Political forces, in confronting this evolution, fight over whether to change or stay the

same without recognizing " that change is constant and irreversible, that evolution is such

constant and irreversible change" (p.14) Moffett states "that public education has ignored

human evolution, whereas it must play into it - fit the present stage of culture and

consciousness, not a prior stage. By basing education on the past, we fight evolution and

force it to force us through extremity. That is, people who don't work with evolution will

change only when cataclysm leaves them little choice. This is how change is happening

for the most part today..." (p. l5)

Education is crucial in developing this new attitude towards change. "Freedom can be

proclaimed by legislating it, but it can be realized only by educating for it." (p.15) Moffett

maintains that conformist education worked perhaps so long as society changed little and

personal liberty was not an ideal.

But if a state-set curriculum teaching everybody the same things
were right for the present state of human consciousness and culture,
surely we would know so by now and would not be agonizing over
the state of the world. Creating social coherence while fostering
personal selÊrealization, requires an education tuned to human
evolution, which is shifting however bloodily at present, from
ethnocentricity and exclusion to cosmopolitan inclusion. The
connection between the shift from collective to individual
consciousness is that as people start to think for themselves and
take responsibility for themselves, they enter on a personal spiritual
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path unique to each that nevertheless entails joining increasingly
expansive memberships of humanity and nature. This is the real
reason why selÊdevelopment leads not to egoism but to empathy."
(p.160)

What is needed is a comprehensive framework, a framework that treats problems

holistically. " For educational reform and cultural transformation nothing should be

considered offthe map. In fact, our problems are colossal precisely because our maps are

too small. We can't afford any longer, in a postmodern era" to let merely modern

prejudices about the "supernatural" limit our thoughts and our problem-solving capacity."

(p.17) Moffett cites the example of the physicists who have for decades been

acknowledging that they can't avoid meta-physics and cosmology in trying to account for

what they observe and infer, and believes that we too must extend our understandings to

ideas not easily explained.

Attention to contemporary values is important in curriculum development. As illustrated

by Arthur Costa (1990) where once we valued scoring high on low level tests, we now

value thinking, creating and reasoning. Where once we valued competition and teaching

young people to compete, we now value cooperatioq grouping and team-building. Where

once we valued thinking of as many ways as possible to use our resources, we now value

living in harmony with our environment and thinking of ways to save our resources.

Unfortunately the 'we' is not a collective we as \¡/e haven't built in the opportunities for

shared meanings to develop. Marvin Wideen (1987) states that, 'The schools today find

themselves in a form of political turmoil...For every imagined inadequacy on the part of
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students, schools are to blame." (p.l) Reforms followed but Wideen claims that "rarely

have the master planners looked to themselves as culpable in not having provided the

resources and exhibited the political will necessary to go the distance in assisting those in

schools to accomplish reform." (p.7) John Goodlad (1983)suggests that:

But teaching is not all of a school. In addition to this personal

element, there is a sociological element represented by the central
concept of role expectation, and an anthropological element
represented by the central concept of cultural value, all imbedded in
a particular environment. Behaviour in the school as a social
system (is) seen as emerging from the interaction of these personal,

institutional, cultural, and environmental forces. þ.a3)

Understanding the forces of personal, institutional, cultural and environmental influences

helps us to gain a better perspective as to how to work within those contexts but I now

believe as Moffett suggests, and as is currently being borne out by the work of Margaret

Wheatley (1992), that we need to go outside of the boundaries of those contexts, to

question our assumptions, our past practices and to gain a new awareness of possibilities.

4.2 Curriculum Paradigms

Thirdly, as Zais (1976) mentioned, curriculum foundations are to be found in the

individual, it is important to understand the different perspectives that people bring to

curriculum and that these paradigms exert considerable influence on curriculurq on how

inquiry is carried out and on the values emphasized. Schubert (1986) identifies three - the

dominant, the practical and the critical praxis paradigms. In curriculum planning we must



be able to plan cooperatively with group members who are able to understand their own

assumptions as well as those of others. Not only to know the different paradigms, but also

to appreciate their differences and their strengths and weaknesses, is necessary.

Tyler's dominant paradignr, is one in which objectives, goals and values are clearly

established, by which the learner can be changed and through which learning experiences

and teacher strategies are emphasized. Schwab's (1969) practical paradigm which focuses

on real problems, which involves a multi-discipline approach and which addresses the

learner, teacher (as learner) and social milieu and is based on action research, is perhaps

the one to which I most closely ascribe.

Frema F,lbaz (1981) and J. Clandinin (1986) build upon Schwab's work with their

investigation of teachers' knowledge which is practical, experiential and shaped by a

teacher's purposes and values." (p. 4) Hugh Munby (1990) in turn, builds on the work of

J. Clandinin (1986) by identifuing links in planning that take place between thought and

action. Munby states: "The metaphorical language provides us with intriguing insights

into how teachers name and frame issues about curriculum content because the metaphors

represent something of teacher's practical curriculum knowledge". Munby refers to the

work of Schon, Reddy and Lakeoffand Johnson, that metaphor is the "process by which

we encounter the world" (p.22) he believes that "teachers' metaphors offer a novel

approach to understanding how they frame curriculum within the context of their

professional situations." (p. 30)

Thinking within the practical paradigm has led as well to action research. Action research

means a more systematic approach to collecting evidence, problem-posing instead of

problem-solving, focusing on one's own work with the view to helping one improve one's

work and how one works with others, and involves viewing action research as a "living

process" resulting in change. ((emmis, McTaggart, 1981)
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Schubert's (1986) definition of the critical praxis, which asks how teachers can change

things through education and how the self can be improved as well as emphasizing

equality and socialization is the third paradigm for understanding approaches towards

curriculum. As well as curriculum paradigms, Eisner and Vallence(1974) describe five

'belief systems regarding education: the cognitive processors, selÊactualizers, academic

rationalists, technologists, and social reconstructionists. Each orientation has a different

view of the learner, the materials to be learned, goals, teaching styles and strategies, and

evaluation.

This knowledge residing in the individual needs to be clarified, understood and

appreciated. By viewing the teaching/learning experience as inquiry, new patterns emerge.

4.3 Curriculum Developmentwithin lnquiry and Reflective Processes

According to F. Smith (1981), "Learning is not an occasional event to be stimulated,

provoked, or reinforced. Learning is what the brain does naturally, continually." (p.108)

Burke and Short (1992) envision curriculum development to take place "where a

community of learners can be given opportunities to be reflective about what and how

they are learning." (p.9) The emphasis is on reflection and a safe environment to promote

risk-taking.

The inquiry setting is expanded by Elliott Eisner (1991) "We need a more generous

conception of what it means to know and a wider conception of the sources of
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understanding" (p.15). Cochran-Smith and L¡le (1991) describe Dewey's (1904)

emphasis that teachers should be reflecting on their own experiences and developing new

understandings of their emerging theories of learning and practice. Teachers as students

of learning was a focus. Such a realization was made by Carl Rogers in his essay on

"Personal thoughts on Teaching and Learning" in Raths, Pancella and Van Ness (1971) in

which he states," I have come to feel that the only learning which significantly influences

behaviour is self-discovered, selÊappropriated learning." (p. 19) In examination of his

own teaching, he states: "Irealize that I am only interested in being a learner, preferably

learning things that matter, that have some significant influence on my o\rin behaviour." (p.

20) fEchoes of James Moffett and Thomas Sergiovanni.]

Understanding curriculum paradigms and belief systems have already been addressed.

Understanding learning styles, as illustrated by the work of Anthony Gregorc, Kathleen

Butler and David Kolb, and of the importance of Howard Gardener's seven intelligences,

helps the inquiry approach as each learner gains a better understanding of themselves,

particularly their strengths which aids greatly in the inquiry approach.

A similar backdrop for the investigation into teacher change within the context of learning

and thinking was the Peel Project ( 1987) in which one of the key changes was that

"teachers began to see themselves as learners, not a beginner but a developing learner." (p.

272)Teachers within a school made a commitment to the project in which examining their

learning and that of their students was the focus. Meetings were crucial. Previously,



"teachers seldom if ever had the opportunity to regularly reflect and discuss professional

issues." (p.253)

Susan Grundy (in examining learning) quotes Paulo Freire: "Praxis does not entail a linear

relationship between theory and practice...rather it is a reflexive relationship in which one

builds upon the other." and further that " the act of knowing involves a dialectical

movement which goes from action to reflection and from reflection upon action to new

action." (p.10a)

Both Gowin (1981) and Fenstermacher (1986) stress the complexity of teaching as well as

commenting on the relationship befween teaching and learning. For Gowin "teaching is a

social event in which human beings come to share meaning." (p. 62) and that each of us is

responsible for our own learning, for enlarging upon our experiences. Working side by

side, the teacher with the knowledge, helps the student put the concepts together so as to

ask questions. Gowin maintains that there is another dimension - that of studenting in

which the learner is also responsible for his learning. According to Gowin, inquiry is a

shared responsibility moving the student towards independence. We can't think without

concepts and through learning and teaching we can enlarge upon our experiences.

G. Fenstermacher (1986) views teaching as two persons engaged, one trying to share the

task of teaching to enable the student to perform the tasks of learning. He too, sees the
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need for teachers as learners, to enlarge on their experiences. Whereas Gowin links theory

and practice, Fenstermacher tends to separates the theoretical and the practical.

Jean Clandinin(1986) links staffdevelopment and curriculum development and states that

the "lack of success of curriculum efforts derives from the use of a perspective which

minimizes the teacher as an active, autonomous agent and a holder and user of practical

knowledge" (p.9) She and Connelly (1988) propose that "curriculum planning as

curriculum inquiry acknowledges the centrality of a teacher's personal practical

knowledge in a narrative." (p. 185) In the inquiry process, the teacher questions past

practices, new practices, and examines the fit in the classroom. The process of reflection

follows and includes asking more questions. Clandinin and Connelly identify the

commonplaces of curriculum as : the learner, the teacher, the milieu and the subject matter

following the work of Schwab (1962) and use a map showing each as circular but

intertwined. It is this recognition and empowering of the individual that I believe leads to

increased resourcefu lness.

4.4 Summary and Reflection

The quest in which I am involved is not new. Since the eighteenth century, educators and

philosophers have been seeking the answers to timeless questions: How do children and

adolescents learn? How can the teacher be prepared to facilitate this learning?
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From Jean Rousseau's philosophies recogruzingthe developmental level of children, to

Johann Pestalozzl' s application of these philosophies and his resulting impact on teacher

education programs, his impact on others such as John Dewey with his work on sense

impressions and on appealing to the experiences of children, on Jean Piaget, on Jerome

Bruner, and on B. F. Skinner, have helped us to build a rich heritage as to the

understanding of change in education.

Knowledge of the curriculum paradigms, of the dominant, the practical and of the critical

praxis paradigms helps us to understand the influence that beliefs and training have on

teachers as does the understanding of the belief systems regarding education: the

cognitive processors, self-actualizers, academic rationalists, technologists, and social

reconstructionists. (Eisner and Vallence I974) Each orientation has a different view of the

learner, the materials to be learned, goals, teaching strategies and evaluation.

A knowledge of the impact of political, social and economic forces on curriculum and on

the education field helps us to understand our present attitudes and inflexibilities regarding

change. A thoughtful analysis, a staffdevelopment and curriculum development approach

which is inextricably intertwined, is needed to cope with a culture in which change is the

reality.

As I extend my practical bias towards curriculum as inquiry, one way to view the role of

consultant would be to view the role as "process consultancy" (Kemmis in Keevis, 1988,

p.47) working with individuals or groups of individuals interested in common practices

and in gaining a sense of their own practical knowledge which can empower them to make

changes. Teachers, too , become the gardeners in this learning community. Staff

developers, because of their differing knowledge and experiences are just one set of
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gardeners, who can help to nurture the individual with the vision of each individual

having the resources within them, just as a seed growswithin.

"I am apaft of all that I have met" Tennyson writes in "Ulysses". Keeping an open mind

to alternate viewpoints, to differing styles of learning and teaching, to the knowledge of

others, their background experiences of practical knowledge, with their images being a

key to their personal principles, the consultant may become a role model, exhibiting a

personal paradigm of the reflective learner - lhe gardener who understands the soil

conditions of curriculum - the historic significanbe, the social, political and economic

influences, the personal paradigms and the learning theory of teacher as learner qndwho

provides nutrients as needed, according to the optimum conditionsfor growth.
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CHAPTER 5

LITERATURE REVIEW

PERSPECTIVES ON THE ROLE OF CONSULTANT

"what do we lçnow about the gardener? "

Gven that an understanding of past practices in staffdevelopment, in an understanding of

cultures and past practices in curriculum development is important, it is now time to

investigate the role of consultant over the decades. John Ross and Ellen Regan (1990)

define an educational consultant as " an educator who helps teachers and other system

agents perfbrm their responsibilities more effectively." (p. 157)

Michael Fullan (1982) states that very little is known about the role of district support

staff. In the mid 1980s, the Association of Supervision and Curriculum Development

(ASCD) set up a task force (Blumberg, 1984) to learn about the contributions that are

made by central office supervisors, directors and consultants. No job commonality was

found. Job expectations were unique to the challenges in each district and the conclusion

was that this was a non-researchable area. Ross and Regan (1990) cite studies that show

that consultants have an impact on teacher skills and practice and others that show that

only highly skilled consultants contributed to teacher growth. The few studies that do exist

for educational consultants describe time on task and expertise, problem areas and

characteristics needed for progress.
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5.0 Research on lasks and Training:

Fullan (L982) describes one of the larger scale studies in which Regan and Winter (1980)

obtained responses from 630 school district consultants in Ontario concerning their time

on task . Of the l0 highest ranked tasks, only two (in-service workshops and curriculum

guidelines) involved group activities. Most of the high-ranked activities involved one-to-

one interaction. Fullan maintains that working one-to-one will have limited impact

because of the small number of teachers with whom one has contact. He suggests that

because of the large numbers of teachers and principals and because of the time

constraints, consultants and other district staff need to determine how to work with

groups of people.

A second major finding of the research was that the consultants have had no special

trainnglexperience preparing them for consulting beyond their basic teacher training and

classroom teaching experience (Fullan, 1982).

However, experience in the role does contribute to increased effectiveness. J.A. Ross and

E.M. Regan (1990) found that experienced consultants use a different set of strategies

than inexperienced consultants and that the reflectiveness of the strategic planning of the

experienced consultants made a considerable difference in their success when working

with teachers. Knowledge of the change process, sensitivity to the social structures and

having a broad knowledge base also contributed to this difference.
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5.1 Problem Areas

Some of the problems identified by consultants related to conflicting responsibilities,

or garuzational stru ctures and leadership concerns.

Lippitt (1979) summed up the problems faced by some consultants in that "overlapping

responsibilities made it difficult to gain trust or credibility or legitimacy as a consultative

helper or supporter" (p. 262in Fullan, 1987). Being responsible to a Senior

Administration team as well as to administrators and then to teachers means conflicting

goals in some scenarios.

Fullan (1982) quotes a study done by Dow and Whitehead (1980) who found that 44

consultants perceived "organizational" factors at the school level as most problematic. "In

particular, consultants perceive lack of program knowledge and leadership on the part of

the principal, as well as difficulties in establishing ongoing communication with teachers in

the school, as presenting the greatest barriers to implementation." (p. 182).

Fullan points out that the difficulty faced by both internal and external consultants is one

of scope vs. intensity. Although effective change requires intensity, the number of clients

is far beyond the available time and energy of consultants. Setting up peer support

systems could help.

5.2 Rese arch on Effecfiyeness

Fullan (1982) cites that where consultants have been effective, it has been where divisions

have set up a organized system of support for implementation. He refers to the work of



Daft and Becker (1978), a study of innovativeness in several high schools, in which district

support staffwere very important:

The coordinators arranged frequent meetings with small groups of
teachers and department heads to exchange ideas and information.
The coordinators also did the research work and proposal
preparation for ideas the teachers wanted approved by the district
superintendent and school board. Coordinators seldom proposed
their own ideas for adoption. Coordinators also did extensive
research work and proposal preparation for top administrators,
thereby facilitating the trickle-down administrative changes as well.
(p. 182)

The DESSI study (in Fullan, 1982) also describes the important role of ongoing internal

assistance for implementation. " In the short run, assistance contributed to the

development of support, reassurance and clarity about the innovation. In the longer run,

assistance developed con-fidence and ownership of the innovation " (p.182).

Berman, Mclaughlin, et al. (1979) elaborate on the importance of school district

"infrastructure for change" which they describe in one of their case studies of "successful"

school district change:

Their district curriculum specialists' primary tasks are to assist
teachers and principals by providing pedagogic leadership, being on
call to deal with special problems, and stimulating grass roots
innovation. Specialists are expected to keep abreast of the latest
research and theory developments and to share these developments
with Sandwood staff. The assistant superintendent for the
Programs Division summed up the role of the specialists in the
following way; "We expect them to be in tune with national
developments; they're supposed to stir things up. This whole
operation is geared toward destroying the status quo and the
specialists are critical to this effort." (in Fullaq 1982, p.L82).
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Fullan (1991) states that more schools are turning to internal and external facilitators to fill

gaps in expertise and to assist in planning and implementing courses of action.

The DESSI study and the Rand Change Agent Study, both showed how consultants can

be effective. Ross and Regan (1990) also found that expert consultants used different

methods than inexperienced consultants based on the fact that expert consultants were

more likely to perceive their roles as working with systems rather than with individuals

and were more focused in recording change in practice. "The experienced consultants

arranged for a series of interactions with individuals and groups...System plans,

networking with teams of consultants and coordinating support between line and staff

positions were key elements in the strategic planning of experienced consultants (p. 176).

There is little, if any, training for consultants. Fullan (1991) points out that most

consultants learn their skills through trial and error. Interestingly enough, the role is

valued. Hall and Hord (1984), in a study of principals, discovered that resource

consultants often played a more intensive role in change than did the principal.

Several studies have identified selection criteria as well as skills and strategies needed by

the consultant. Miles and Associates (1988,p.188), suggest that selection criteria for

district consultants should include: interpersonal ease, previous educational background

(broad-based), educational content expertise, previous experience in training or teaching

adults, a personal style that emphasizes both initiative{aking and energy, and prior

administrative organizational experience. The Rand Change Agent Study addresses six

skill clusters for consultants- l. truslrapport building 2. orgaruzational diagnosis 3.

dealing with the process 4. resource utilization 5. managing the work and 6. building skill

and confidence in people to continue (p.22a in Fullan, 1991) while Miles and Saxl and
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Lieberman (1988) identified 18 key clusters of skills used by "assisters", mostly learned

from on the job training. Furthermore, Lippitt and Lippitt (1986) outline six major

strategies for the change facilitator:

f . involving the workforce
2. dealing with ambivalence
3. assembling task forces
4. establishing steps toward progress
5. supporting quality action
6. maintaining change momentum and achieving change ability.

(in Fullan, 1991, p.224)

Fullan (1991) summarizes the research and concludes that:

l. If local facilitators work on a one-to-one basis they will have limited
impact.

2. The more that conditions conducive to improvement exist in the school
and in the district the more impact effective consultants can have.

3. Local facilitators have to access and balance expertise in both the content
ofchange and the process ofchange.

4. Local facilitators must take into account each school and classroom
context with which they work.

5. Local facilitators must develop ongoing complementary working relationships
with other change leaders - principals, vice-principals, department heads,
resource and other lead teachers, central ofüce administrators and other district
consultant

5.3 Summary and Reflection

Through the investigation of these studies, it becomes apparent that although there is very

little training for consultants, experience in the position and an organized system of

support from the divisional level contributes to the effectiveness of people in these



positions. Experienced consultants were noted for planning strategically and developing

networks. Studies showed that the position was valued and that consultants are needed to

provide pedagogic leadership for both teachers and principals, to stimulate grassroots

involvement and to support senior administration. Their task is to keep abreast of the

latest research and developments. Skills are needed. The skill clusters identified as

prerequisites include: trust and rapport building, orgaruzational diagnosis, dealing with

process, resource utilization, managing the work, and building skill and confidence in

people.

Consultants, then, should have a knowledge of current research, of curriculum, of

leadership, of facilitation skills, of the adult learner and of organizational conterts, their

tools of gardening. An emphasis on reflection and thoughtfulness is equally important.

Tasks which involve one on one involvement need to be expanded to group involvement

in which an emphasis should be on ongoing support and feedback. As well, there needs to

be a coordinated plan for introducing and implementing change.

Fullan (1982 ) states that "Significant educational change consists of changes in beließ,

teaching style and materials which can come about only through a process of personal

development in a social context." (p.I32) P. Dooley (1992) believes that the staff

developer or consultant is key to this culture in which educators have opportunities to

make personal meaning of change as they engage in collaboration and ongoing dialogue.

Echoes again of Moffett's need for personal development which expands our group

development.

Gven that staffdevelopment is a major component in educational change (Wideen, l9S7)

that we need long term models (Rubin, 1987), that vision from those outside the
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classroom is needed (Gusþ, 1986; Sparkes & Loucks-Horsley 1989; Hixson, 1993;

Sergiovanni, 1982), and that teachers should be more involved in the direction of staff

development (Fullan, 1982), what then are the implications for the role of district or

division consultant and staffdeveloper? Fullan (1991) concludes with the statement that

"District curriculum consultants, staffdevelopers and other local facilitators have an

opportunity to be more influential than ever before." (p.226) The role has changed, as

have the gardens. Previously, there was only one garden and bringing in knowledge was

the expectation. Staffdevelopers and consultants were essentially trainers - doing the

hoeing, the watering , the planting, the weeding and waiting for the actions to take shape

within the teacher practice and thinking.

However, the new role of facilitator means providing opportunities for others to grow in

resourcefulness. The new gardener armed with special knowledge and techniques, needs

to work cooperativelywith all of the other gardeners in the many gardens of education.

Just as others in the process take on different roles, so too does the consultant. In some

gardens she will be the plant, the gardener, or the tool or in Robert Garmston's language,

wear the four hats of involvement needed by all of the partners in a learning organrzation.

be the presenter, or the facilitator, or the coach or the consultant.

Change has become the reality and as Thomas G.,sLy has stated, the vision and expertise

cannot come from teachers who are bound to classrooms but instead from a joint effort by

internal and external staffworking in concert.

The review of the literature in the last four chapters suggests that consultants need to

develop expertise in the following areas:
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i) vision and leadership

ii) knowledge:

. of research into effective teaching and learning,

. of curriculum, of best instructional practices,

. knowledge of the adult learner ( including the factors of

motivation and of teacher needs and knowledge),

. of organizational climate and culture and of the

leadership role

iii) an understanding of processes: group processes, inquiry processes and

of change processes for both indiViduals and cultural changes

The role of the consultant is to help teachers with curriculum development and

implementation. As Anthony Gregorc (1992), in a workshop on Mindstyles mentioned, the

word consultant comes from the word'con'meaning'with'and 'sult'meaning'to leap'. In

order to "leap with" not to leap ahead of or over, but to leap with teachers, consultants

would do well to build a solid knowledge framework of inquiry and learning and

understanding of the change process, particularly "balancing the content and the process

of change" or in the garden analogt, balancing the phvalue in the soil so that proper

conditionsfor plønting can be arranged
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CHAPTER 6

PERSPECTIVES ON THE CHANGE PROCESS

" the conditions for planting"

One of the first steps in redesigning learning orgaruzations, is to understand the process of

change. Michael Fullan (1982), in his analysis on the role of consultants, states

"effectiveness involves combining expertise in the content of a new program with

knowledge or expertise in the change process in working with schools and districts as

organizations and social systems" (p.18a).

Fay Brownlie (1991), an educational consultant in British Columbia, outlined what she

considered to be the critical elements of a successful change program:

l. ongoing cycles of staffdevelopment
2. enhanced student learning
3. support for risk taking
4. teacher collaboration
5. teacher choice

Ongoing cycles of staffdevelopment refers to the phases in the change process,

which Katzenmeyer & Reid (1991) identify as being mobilizatior/adoption,

implementatioq and continuation. Consultants need to provide good information and then

need to provide or facilitate support for the use of that information.
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Fullan, (1987) argues that there are processes and conditions that affect staffdevelopment:

and that redefining staffdevelopment as a process of learning is crucial.

"Staffdevelopment as learning is ongoing, interactive, cumulative, combining a variety of

learning formats and learning partners." (p.215)

Fullan (1991) believes that most staffdevelopment experiences fail because they do not

incorporate the characteristics of effective change processes - change, development and

improvement. "Staffdevelopment, then, is both a strategy for specific, instructional

change, and a strategy for basic organzational change" (p.319) (the development of

school as collaborative workplaces.) Within his premise that professional development

should be based on the role, the people, the setting and on an understanding of the change

process and of the meaning of change, Fullan (1991)identifies three guidelines for the

larger educational community:

1. Universities and schools should use three inter-related strategies for developing
effective professional schools:

Universities should develop stronger ties with the profession of teaching and the
improvement of schools and less to "abstract academe" through: a) faculty
renewal - hiring individuals who can initiate inquiry and collaborative inquiry inside
and outside the university b) program innovation - partnerships between school
and university; collaboration with faculties of arts and science and education;
emphasis on reflective practice, etc. c) knowledge production - to foster constant
inquiry

2. Leaming must permeate everything the school and district does.

3. All promoters of professional development should incorporate the qualities of
successful professional development and ensure that the purpose of professional
development is less to specific innovations or policies but more to create individual
and organizational procedures and structures that make continuous learning a

valued and integral part of the culture of schools. (fial)
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In a more recent review of the innovation, reform and restructuring that has happened in

education over the last fifty years, Fullan (1993), outlines the need to recognize eight

lessons of change which encompass a culture of collaboration and continuous

improvement. Of particular importance to this consultant are those which emphasize

approaches to change including the fact that change must come from within (from an

examination of beließ after practice) that change is a journey not a blueprint, that vision

and planning can come after practice, that two-way solutions, top-down/bottom-up, are

needed, that individualism and collectivism must have equal power, and that every person

needs to be a change agent. "Focusing on the individual is not a substitute for system

change, it is the most effective strategy for accomplishing it." Each person in fhe garden

assames dffirent roles and the seeds grow within each person.

An understanding of the change process also involves understanding group dynamics.

Katzenmeyer and Reid (1991) contend that "Staffdevelopment content and processes in

the 1990s should involve group dynamics, task/maintenance skills, and strategies for

processing information in groups" (p.32). Stephanie Hirsh (1993) outlines that group

members need to have an understanding of: a) research on student learning b) adult

learning c) organizational change and d) school improvement and training. She further

states that "It is important to determine the level of knowledge of a planning committee

before you begin any major long-range planning. Members of a staffdevelopment

planning effort must have a strong knowledge base about research-based practices that

will lead to improved studentlearning" (p 10)

Knowledge of the inquiry model is also needed in facilitating change. Helping individuals

or groups to identify a problem and to formulate a response through brain-storming,

through searching out alternatives, judging against criteria, developing action plans and
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determining evaluation procedures, is a process that is integral to the consultant's role in

the change process.

6.0 The Nature of Change

Michael Fullan (1991) claims that a lack of understanding of the "phenomenology of

change - how people actually experience change as distinct from how it might have been

intended - is at the heart of the spectacular lack of success of most social reforms" (p. +).

In assessing how people experience change, the knowledge of the adult learner and the

stages of growth are important. But Fullan also cautions that "Individuals and groups can

accomplish major improvements if they pay attention to both the content and process of

educational change." (p. 16)

It is this content and process ofchange that I feel needs greater understanding by all

parties in the change process, but more particularly for me in my role as curriculum

consultant because all aspects of my work relate to change. If "change is a process not an

event", what then is the content of change which participants should heed?

6.0.0 The Content of Change

Fullan (1991) states that "all real change involves loss, anxiety, and struggle. Failure to

recogntze this phenomenon as natural and inevitable has meant that we tend to ignore

important aspects of change and misinterpret others" (p. 31). Schon (1971) has identified

these change movements as "passing through the zones of uncertainty... the situation of

being at sea, of being lost, of confronting more information than you can handle" (in

Fullan, (p.12). William Bridges (1991) outlines the need to understand endings. He states



that it isn't the changes themselves that people resist but rather the losses and endings that

they experience and the transition that they are in. Understanding where people are in the

transition process is very important. Beginnings can't be forced but you can cultivate the

ground and provide nourishment by paying attention to four areas, says Bridges: provide

a purpose for the change, paint a picture of how the new outcome will look and feel, Iay

out a step-by-step plan for the phasing in of the outcome and give each person a part to

play in the process (p.52)

For the consultant who often is the conveyor of change, this information helps to clari$r

that people are not just being negative or disruptive but are genuinely going through the

phases of loss, or anxiety or struggle. Bridges states that "When endings take place

people get angry, sad, frightened, depressed, confused. These emotional states can be

mistaken for bad morale, but they aren't. They are the signs of grieving...you find them in

families and in an organization where an ending has taken place. " (p.24) Another

contributing factor to this reluctance to rethink change is the fact of teacher isolation as

illustrated by Crandall (1982) and Huberman (1983) and Rosenholtz (1989) who cite

teacher isolation as a negative effect on response to change.

Change is multidimensional. Fullan (1991) outlines that there are at least three

components or dimensions at stake in implementing any new program or policy:

. the possible use of new or revised materials

. the possible use of new teaching strategies

. the possible alteration of beliefs

He further maintains that "Change has to occur in practice along the th¡ee dimensions in

order for it to have a chance of affecting the outcome" (p. 37). If I relate this information
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to the changes in the 1987 English Language Arts curriculum, it is possible to identify a

reason for the lack of success of the implementation. The curriculum is based on all the

most recent theories of learning, which entails a definite shift in thinking about how

students learn. It outlines changes in teaching approaches and new materials and

resources. All three dimensions are carefully outlined in the curriculum so all three should

have been in process of being implemented. Wrong. This was such a divergent view of

Language A¡ts for many teachers that the practice has been to ignore the curriculum as if
it would go away and every thing would return to the status quo. If I recall some of the

workshops held during the 80s, no one ever talked about the new research on how

students learn or, as Fullan would say, encouraged discussion on beließ. The workshops

focused on specific strategies but no transfer was made to the other two dimensions.

Fullan (1991) believes that there are three criticallessons to be learned from an

examination of the content of change.

1. change is multidimensional and can vary within the same person as
well as within groups.

2. there are deep changes at stake: peoples' s occupational identity, their
sense of competence, and their selÊconcept.

3. change consists of a sophisticated and none-too-clear dynamic
relationship of the th¡ee dimensions of change. (p.41)

Why worry about all three aspects of change? Fullan (1991) states

The innovation as a set of materials and resources is the most
visible aspect of change, and the easiest to employ, but only
literally. Change in teaching approach or style in using new
materials presents greater difficulty as new skills must be acquired
and new ways of conducting instructional strategies established.
Changes in beließ are even more difficult: they challenge the core
values held by individuals regarding the purposes of education;
moreover> beliefs are often not explicit, discussed or understood,
but rather are buried at the level of unstated assumptions. And the
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development of a clear belief system is essential because it provides
a set of criteria for overall planning and a screen for sifting valuable
from not so valuable learning opportunities that inevitably arise
during instruction. (p.42)

Fullan recommends that one of the best ways of dealing with conceptions and behavior is

to address them on a continuous basis during implementation and suggests that beliefs can

be most effectively discussed after people have had some experience with the innovation.

So too, Dr. Gary Phillips (1994) in his model of change, maintains that "actions change

before beliefs" These procedures are worthy of considerable reflection and will prove

helpful as I develop strategies for helping teachers to voice the unstated assumptions

concerning curriculum change.

Another important aspect of change is that it is a highly personal experience and Fullan

(1991) maintains that each person needs to work through the change in a way that the

rewards equal the cost. "Need, clarity, and the personal benefit/cost ratio must be

favourable on balance at some point relatively early in the implementation." (p.129).

Furthermore, he recommends that support in the initial stages of implementation and some

indication of progress is critical. Another important consideration for consultants.

Joyce and Showers (1988) also stress that innovation is multidimensional and that few

staffdevelopment programs move "beyond short term superficial manifestations of the

changes they are addressing." (in Fullan, p.40) Thus our dilemma in the 1987 English

Language Arts curriculum. Long-term planning with a series of professional development

sessions, accompanied by time for reflection and assessment of strategies, is needed for

successful implementation of change .
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Virginia Richardson (1990) suggests that the focus of change should be the teacher's

cognitions and practical knowledge and she refers to the work of Schon (1982)

Schulman(1986) and Anning (1988) who maintain that the improvement of the teacher-

learning process requires recognizing and building upon teachers' experiences and

promoting reflection on those experiences.

Research then should provide practitioners not just with
findings in the form of activities or behaviours that work,
but ways of thinking and empirical premises related to
teaching and learning. These ways of thinking can be used
to heighten teachers' awareness of their own beliefs, provide
content for their reflections and help them develop their
justifications (p.16).

This reflects Fullan's emphasis on the three dimensions of change and, in my view, actually

connects the processes of Cognitive Coaching (the training framework- chap. l0) to the

issue ofchange, as the techniques are all related to encouraging teachers to reflect on their

practices and beliefs and to take ownership for their decisions.

6.0.1 Processes of Change

To move to the second aspect of change - the process, Fullan (1991) identifies four

phases: initiatioq implementatioq continuation, and outcome @.a8). In the initiation

phase, relevance (practicality and need), readiness (capacity and need) and resources

(availability) are prime considerations. Fullan (1991) sees the combination as ideal but

recognizes that it may be necessary to start out on a smaller scale.
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Fullan (1991) outlines that the factors affecting the implementation and continuation

process can be grouped into three categories: characteristics ofchange: need, clarity,

complexity and quality; local characteristics: district, community, principal, teacher, and

external factors. government and other agencies (p. 68). Key to this implementation are

the characteristics of the individual teachers and of the school environment - whether

isolation or collaboration is evident.

The four main considerations in this change process that Fullan identifies also provide a

background for the consultant:

1. active initiation and participation - not necessarily in large
numbers to begin but enlarging upon in the progression
2. pressure and support are necessary for success (one without the
other will not suffice)
3. changes in behaviours and beliefs - with changes in behaviour
preceding changes in belief
4. the overriding problem of ownership - (in the sense of clarity,
skill and commitment) is a process that takes time.(p.91-92)

6.1 Change in Systems / Cultures

Jack Frymier (1987) and Susan Rosenholtz (1989) maintain that the culture of the

organization determines what people do far more that other factors. Joyce and Showers

(1995) believe that "Essentially, the staffdevelopment field is being asked to mobilize to

ensure that current initiatives for school renewal will not fail and, more daunting, will

transform the culture of educators." (p. 3) and further state that the culture of educators is

transformed as the learning environment for students is altered." "!Ve have come to realize
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over the years that the development of a learning community of educators is in itself a

major cultural change and will spawn many others." There are several different

viewpoints about how to change cultures, to develop this community of learners.

In applying Fullan's concept of change, Holborn, Norman and Lindquist (1992) have

developed a_ViSig4_teéøiAg document in which they outline their approach to change.

"We've held time as the constant and learning as the variable. It is time to address

Iearning as the constant and time as the variable" says Peter Norman (1995). He sees the

cycle of empowennent as "Goal, Plan, Results" or as G. Phillips (1995) states "Ready,

Fire, Aim" and Fullan and Miles (1992) as: "The message is not the traditional 'plan...and

do and plan some more.' Even the development of a shared vision that is central to

reform is better thought of as a journey in which people's sense of purpose is identified,

considered, and continuously shaped and reshaped". (in Holborn et al, p.36) Garmston

and Wellman(1994), in building upon the work ofMargaret Wheatley (1992), state that

"the essential organtzational goal is to be adaptive to an ever changing environment while

referencing certain immutable principles and core values." (p. 10.) Wheatley provides the

example of the ocean as an organism that is adaptive - in constant change with the tides

and the weather, and of the brook in which water answers the call of the ocean - the form

of the brook changes but the mission to run to the ocean remains clear. Human organisms

and organizations need to be adaptive, not adapted, state Wheatley, Garmston and

Wellman. In the science world, adaptive means that the organism or orgarnzation changes
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its form but not its identity. Adaptive organrzations do not rely on past practice as ways to

get ahead. Successful educational institutions will be those that are adaptive to the new

world, constantly shaping and reshaping their visions.

Orgaruzational change is needed for selÊrenewing schools. Joyce, 8., Wolf, J. and

Calhoun (1993) state that in selÊrenewing schools "the most effective leadership is not

embodied in a "strong man or woman" who manipulates others, but in the ability to

generate a democratic framework and process that binds the organization productively."

(p.3) They go on to state that, "The selÊrenewing school or district provides

colleagueship directly within and across all spheres. Reflective teacher (Schon 1982)

connected to reflective faculties (Schaefer 1967) connected to district councils (Joyce

1977), all supported by the cadre, eliminate the isolation inherent in the present

organizational structure while respecting individual differences." (p.25) In this learning

orgaruzatiog with all parties able to generate and implement change, the efificacy of each

member should increase dramatically. Margaret Wheatley (1992) stresses the importance

of relationships - "relationships are all there is"- we don't know who we are until we are

in a relationship with someone else. She believes that relationships are the team that

governs how to talk, how to listeq how to communicate, how to solve problems. We

can't do it alone anymore. In such an orgaruzatioq "vision is an invisible field." The old

view of vision was that it was out there in the future. Vision as a field means to get an

idea of capacity, a vision that provides direction and purpose but one that emerges from
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the individual, from good thinking, from good hearts, from good people on a team or

orgaruzation. This, Wheatley believes, will lead to new forms for organizational life for

the 21st century. Such organizations will accept chaos as an essential process by which

natural systems including organrzations renew and revitalize themselves. Sharing

information becomes the primary orgamzational force in any orgaruzation; thus the

importance of professional dialogue and developing the rich diversity of relationships that

are all around us to energize our teams.

Likewise, Sergiovanni (1994) believes that purposeful communities emerge from the

individual visions of all of the stakeholders in the culture and that culture is the most

powerful source of leverage for bringing about change in a school or any other

orgaruzation. In this way, he states that the school can begin the process of

transformation from an orgaruzed collection of individuals to a community of the mind, to

relationships built on shared understandings.

This adaptive organtzation according to Garmston and Wellman (1994) has two functions:

developing organizational capacities and developing professional capacities. If as

Wheatley (1992) maintains, "'the real power in organÞations results from what happens

between people", the organizational effectiveness can be enhanced by influencing our

environments through the states of mind outlined by Arthur Costa and Robert Garmston

(1990). These states of mind create energy sources that transfonn energy and individuals

into positive capacity, enhancing changes for the orgaruzation. The five states of mind are
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identified as consciousness, craftsmanship, efficacy, interdependence and flexibility. Costa

and Garmston have developed a process called Cognitive Coaching to enhance the states

of mind and the professional dialogue within an organization. Cognitive Coaching is

based on the belief that the key to personal growth and resourcefulness is to provide the

tools for selÊmodifying.

Teachers need to be encouraged to move forward and building efficacy is a key factor.

The locus of control is within the individual. Therefore, the orgaruzational culture needs to

be one that nurtures that efficacy and a number.of things need to happen. Staff

development programs, schoolimprovement initiatives and individual improvement need

to intersect with this corrrmon purpose of building efficacy. So too, Maurice Gibbons and

Peter Norman (1987) suggest an integrated model because unless the teacher is

developing, development in schooling will not occur. Their integrated model includes the

teacher, the support system and the curriculum. Michael Fullan, (1993) as well maintains

that "personal change is the role to systems change".

Other frameworks for systems and culture change include those of Carl Glickman, Gary

Phillips, Peter Senge, and Pam Robbins. Carl Glickman (1994), in his "Framework for

Renewal", offers a principle-centered approach with his triangle of change, beginning with

a covenant þrinciples of learning), a charter (the decision-making process) and the critical

study process in which participants make judgments based on best data(a study that

provokes thinking about deep issues).

Dr. Gary Phillips (199a)in his model of change suggests that actions change before beließ

(also Gusþ) That staffdevelopment should involve "teaching new actions with practice



so that the learner attains some comfort or even mastery which in turn will cause an

examination of beließ".(p. 14) He states that we need to examine beließ and bring them

to the surface through such activities as identifying models, memory movies, metaphors

and mottoes. And finally we need to change the culture to which the learner returns. Gary

Phillips, in recognizing the need to change the culture, recommends using twelve

supportive structures for improving the community culture:

1. Vision of excellence
2. Ownership and governance
3. Formative Evaluation
4. Celebration of Excellence
5. Focus-Scanninþ
6. Communication
7. Staffdevelopment
8. Community leadership
9. Personal Plan for improvement
10. Resource Support
11. New roles, new participants
12. Plaq Design timeline commitments (p. 8-9)

His taxonomy of change for teaching for transfer includes five stages which parallels the

work of Joyce and Showers:
Stage I Information- only 5olo transfer
Stage 2 Competence-practice of skills
Stage 3 Mind-set-changing the mind movies, the beließ
Stage 4 Process appropriate action in context and culture
Stage 5 Instantaneous Response -unconsciously competent,

intuitive action, meta-cognitive skills (p. 16)

Bruce Joyce and Beverley Showers (1983) show us that the greatest transfer occurs when

coaching and periodic review accompany theory, demonstration, and practice and

feedback.

Pam Robbins (1995) in her work on changing cultures states " Orgarizational culture

consists of the values and beliefs that establish expectations and influence the behaviour of



people who work in a particular organization." She quotes Deal and Kennedy (1982),

"Cultures can be changed by attending to key cultural attributes--heroes, values, rituals--

that must be affected if the change is to succeed." Robbins (1995)suggests that there are

six key ingredients of successful cultural transformation: know the culture, articulate what

you envision outcomes to be, make transition rituals the pivotal elements of change,

provide transition training and behaviour patterns, build tangible symbols and institute

structural changes that signal new directions and insist of the importance of security in

transition. (p.65)

"Culture is the most powerful source of leverage for bringing about change in a school or

any organrzation, for that matte/' states Thomas Sergiovanni (cited in Robbins p. 62). On

the other hand, state Deal and Kennedy (1982) "Culture is the barrier to change. The

stronger the culture, the harder it is to change. Culture causes organizational inertia: it's

the brake that resists change because this is precisely what culture should do--protect the

orgaruzation from willy-nilly responses to fads and short-term fluctuations." As has been

illustrated by Margaret Wheatley, positive energy results from the quality of the

interactions among the constituents within an orgaruzation. Professional dialogue and

relationships will protect the culture from short-term fluctuations.

As mentioned previously, Peter Drucker claims that "we will have to think through

education - its pu¡pose, its values, its content. We will have to learn to define the quality

of education and the productivity of education, to measure both and to manage both".

Agairq I see professional dialogue and relationships becoming a key factor in examining

these aspects of knowledge.
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Peter Senge (1994) in his approach to change, to building learning organizations bases his

work on five key "learning disciplines" - life-long programs of study and practice. He

defines discipline as: "It is a body of technique, based on some underlying theory or

understanding of the world, that must be studied and mastered to be put into practice. As

you develop proficiency, your perceptual capacity develops, you gradually surrender to

new ways of looking at the world." (p l)

Senge maintains that the five disciplines complement each other in various ways. Leaders

need a) personal mastery so that they can start with issues that they care about, their

guiding ideas, while still remaining open to points of view from others- b) shared vision.

Understanding others' points of view means having practice in inquiry and reflection c)

mental models - implementing this into innovations in infrastructures is why you need the

skills of d) systems thinking. Finally the discipline of e) team learning will often be the

arena where your leadership is felt. Once again the importance of professional dialogue

and relationships emerges. As well, I see a definite relationship to developing the states of

mind (Costa and Garmston, 1990) in these frameworks: personal mastery - efficacy and

craftsmanship, shared vision - flexibility and interdependence, mental models -

consciousness, team learning - interdependence and flexibility, systems thinking-

interdependence.

6.2 Summary and Reflection:

Change involves certain understandings whether they be understanding the

phenomenology of change, or of the stages of development in transitions or of zones of



uncertainty. Michael Fullan regards change as th¡ee-dimensional. We need to heighten

awareness of teacher's own beliefs and reflections that change, and of the developments

and improvements that are needed to create individual and organizational procedures and

structures for continuous learning. An understanding of group processes and of inquiry

processes are also needed.

Developing orgaruzational capacity, shared leadership, the'plan, act, reflect' cycle, going

outside of our present maps and clarifying roles and values is important for systems

change. "Central to the task is changing the professional to professional relationship, the

relationship of all educators to the knowledge base, and the process of inquiry into

teaching and learning." (Joyce and Showers, 1995, p.3) Joyce and Showers (1995) have

always recommended inquiry but now feel that it is of paramount importance, "The staff

development system needs to be operated as a large scale action research project and

improved continually as the community of people operating it."(p.3)

Models of culture or systems change are found in the work of Carl Glickman's

'Framework for Renewal', Gary Phillips' 'Structures for a Community Culture', Pam

Robbins' 'Key Cultural Attributes' and Peter Senge's 'Five Disciplines'. Educational

change involves learning how to do something new and this is where staffdevelopment

must include, according to Fullan: 1. teacher education and teacher development as a

continuum of learning and2. teacher development paralleling school development. Thus

in nurturing efficacy in learning organizations, staffdevelopment, individual improvement
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and school or district improvement need to have a similar focus. This theme is echoed in

the work of Joyce and Showers, Sergiovanni, Garmston and Wellman, Garmston and

Costa" Margaret Wheatley, Joyce, Wolfe and Calhoun, Gbbons and Norman. In this

particular garden, changing the culture means becoming an adaptive organization in which

professional dialogue and relationships are the keys to change and the keys to developing

a vision of increasing capacity or resourcefulness for both the organization and the

individual.

It is my belief that the pathways to building this'increased capacity are the energy sources

of the states of mind outlined by Costa and Garmston: flexibility, consciousness,

craftsmanship, efficacy and interdependence. The role of the organization is to nurture

these stqtes of mind as the gardens of staffdevelopment, of school improvement and of

individual improvement need to intersect with common frames and goals. Everyone needs

to get involved in redesigning their conditions of learning. Each participant has a role in

this eco-system andthe ecologt becomes one of developing resourcefulness.
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CHAPTER 7

UNDERSTANDINGS NEEDED BY CONSULTANT - VISION
AND LEADERSHIP

"resourcefulness as the vision of the yield"

"The mind shapes the reality we experience by creating a vision of the hfe we desire. We set all our

powers in motion to bring it about. That picture of the future becomes a se(fulf lling prophecy. " M.

Gibbons, 1983

In planning staffdevelopment, Gusþ (1986) outlines the need for vision on the part of

those outside the classroom. He believes that a clear vision of what is possible is needed

and that the constant demands of teaching make it diffrcult for such vision to come from

the classroom. rr Such vision must come instead from educational leaders at the building,

district, state or national level whose responsibility and obligation it is to see beyond what

is, to what can be" (p.16).

Sparkes and Loucks-Horsley (1989) identify five ingredients needed for successful staff

development, one of which is "leadership that provides a vision, direction and guidance, as

well as allowing for teacher participation in the decision-making process" (p. 47 ).

Joseph Rost (1991) defines leadership to the practice of community building, "Leadership

is an influence relationship among leaders and followers who intend real changes that

reflect their mutual purposes." ( cited in Sergiovanni, p.198.) Sergiovanni discusses the

four key elements upon which this definition is based: l. the relationship is based on



influence 2. leaders and followers are the people in this relationship, 3. leaders and

followers intend real change and 4. leaders and followers develop mutual purposes."

(p.199) Sergiovanni discusses the fact that Rost's definition relies on the importance of

strong ideas and shared commitment to these ideas...the roles of leaders and followers are

blurred...with shared ideas as the source of authority,... all are followers first; when

anyon: takes the initiative to follow, followership becomes redefined as leadership. He

goes on to state that"Leadership follows when leaders and followers view each other as

being credible, credible being "the five C's - character, courage, competence, composure

and caring." (Rost and Smith 1992, p.199)

This vision must be grounded in a firm knowledge of the research in education. Hixson

(1993) states that "staffdevelopers must provide opportunities for the systematic

examination of the most current research on urban education, teaching and learning"

(p.49). Both vision and knowledge contribute to one's leadership capabilities.

Thomas Sergiovanni (1952) also relates leadership to vision or meaning. He emphasizes

that the problem with leadership has been the past emphasis on what "leaders do and how

they behave and not enough on the more symbolic aspect of leadership- the meanings they

communicate to others" (p.330). Sergiovanni (1982) contends that "Peopling is a key

strategic requirement of quality leadership... Peopling recognizes that little can be

accomplished by the leader without the good wishes of others" (p. 331). He refers to the

work of Peter Vaill, in which Vaill identifies three coffrmon characteristics of leaders in

high performance systems: l. devotion of considerable time to the position 2. the ability
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to care deeply 3. the ability to focus on key issues and variables, accompanied by the

ability to rally others to this purpose.

"I believe leadership is an attitude which informs behaviour rather than a set of discrete

skills or qualities, whether innate or acquired." says Diana Lam, former superintendent of

schools (in Sergiovann,1992, p.1) She believes that leadership belongs to everyone and

that our role is to cultivate the leadership potential of every employee. In other words, we

need leaders who understand teacher and student learning, who themselves are learners

and who understand how to build communities of learning. Sergiovanni identifies this as a

new kind of leadership. The th¡ee most common forms of leadership he identifies as

deriving from bureaucratic authority, technical-rational authority, and management-

intensive authority. But Sergiovarm (1992) maintains that what is needed is to base

leadership on two other authorities: "professional authority in the form of seasoned craft

knowledge and personal experience" and "moral authority in the form of obligations and

duties derived from widely shared values, ideas and ideals". (p.31) These two authorities

need to be added to the other th¡ee and if they became the primary sources, Sergiovanni

(1992) believes that our'*hy' questions would be answered differently. We would follow

the shared values and beliefs and ideals that define us as a community and in answering

why it would be because it is morally right to do so. He states that there is a place for the

other forms of authority but that their place should be to support professional and moral

authority. "Teaching cannot be standardized. Like other professionals, teachers cannot

become effective by following scripts....they need to create knowledge use as they

practice...this ability requires a higher level of reflection, understanding and skill (p.35)

and he believes that we must direct our efforts to creating learning communities in each

school.
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As Sergiovanni (1992) outlines, the image of learning community requires different

leadership practices. " The idea of school as a learning community suggests a kind of

connectedness among members that resembles what is found in a family, a neighborhood,

or some other closely knit group, where bonds tend to be familial or even

sacred...Communities are defined by their centers - repositories of values, sentiments, and

beliefs that provide the needed cement for bonding people together in a common cause."

@.q7) These community centers then provide the norms that govern what we do, how we

do it and why we do it.. As Sergiovanni states" The norms become compass settings or

sometimes maps that guide our journey tkough community life." (p.47)

Communicating purpose and vision is very important for the consultant, as Sergtovanru

(19S2) states, "What the leader stands for and communicates to others is more important

than how she or he behaves given any particular set of circumstances" (p. 33a). Garmston

and Wellman (1995) remind us that leadership is a function, not a role and that we can

have as much leadership as we presume. Modeling and positive interaction are important.

This is a leadership that means being sensitive to the small changes that occur in an

orgaruzation and acting on a mindmap of resourcefulness with the five states of mind

(Costa and Garmston) as tools for building capacity. Part of this function is being a

facilitator and helping others to develop a visioq is, in turn, a critical component of a staff

development program state Owen et al (1991).

Vision is associated with leadership but in an adaptive learning organizatiorq vision

belongs to the group and is a vision that involves ongoing revision. "Vision is an invisible

field" states Margaret Wheatley (1992), and as a field is a capacity for providing direction
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and purpose, a capaçity that emerges from collaborating, thinking, playing, and working

together and seeing if things work...thus the constant revisioning.

7.0 Summary and Reflection:

Vision is a prerequisite of leadership (Sergiovanni, Joyce and Showers) and consultants

/staffdevelopers not only need their own vision but also need to work to provide

opportunities for the vision of individuals and the organization, "to see beyond what is, to

what can be". (Gusþ 1986) Leadership means.building the capacity of others to develop

their leadership. This entails understanding teacher and student learning, being a learner

oneself and building learning communities.

The vision that this gardener begins with is to nurture a vision in creating a community of

learners in which each member will grow and blossom and gain enhanced resourcefulness.

Understanding teacher knowledge and learning styles as well as paradigms and beliefs will

mean planting to different depths andwidths aswell as providing nourishment. There

ale no weeds in this garden. AII plants have a usefulness and are unique. A plant is only

a weed when it is growing where it should not be growing. To that end there are no

weeds, merely plants testing their hardiness in dffiring conditions. Perhaps replanting

is needed or dffirent soils. The tools of the gardener are those of understanding and

those which encourage growth and reflection. Such a tool is similar to the adaptive rake

that sports five dffirent attachments - various rake forms, a hoe, a pruner. So too the

gardener, needs to htow when to use the various tools and under what conditions. The



vision for this consultant is of a learning community, in which each member is becoming

more resourceful through the pathways of developing the five states of mind. The garden

includes all..the gardener too who is growing and stretching with the proper tools and

climatic conditions (frameworks). And what are the tools in this garden of growth?
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CHAPTER 8

KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, MAPS AND MINDSETS NEEDED
BY CONSULTANT

"the tools of gardening"

Vision and meaning cannot be facilitated if one.does not have the knowledge, the skills,

the maps and the mindsets, needed to guide that vision. According to the literature

review, knowledge for the consultant must include several topics:

a. how adults learn and are motivated

b. Iinking of curriculum, staffdevelopment and of best instructional

practices

c. knowledge of organizational contexts,

d. an understanding of cultures.

e. research on teaching and learning

8.0 How Adults Learn and are Motivated

Understanding the adult learner is of paramount importance for the consultant. Judy-Arin

Krupp (1992) believing that "we do not see the world as it is but as we are", identifies the

cognitive stages through which adults pass. She identifies the highest stage of

development to include those teachers who "demonstrate more flexibility, toleration for

stress, adaptability, and complexity as well as the capacity to take multiple perspectives,
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use a variety of coping behaviours and have a broader repertoire of teaching models"

@.A2). She states thatit is important to note that not all individuals pass through all the

stages and that some adults actually remain in certain stages.

Knowledge of these stages as well as knowledge of the individual learner increases the

opporhrnity for the consultant or facilitator to meet the needs of teachers and to involve

them in new perspectives. Arin-Krupp recommends that we should "Accept employees at

their present cognitive stage. Acting in a less judgmental and more understanding manner

sends the learner the message that "You're O.K." (p. laB). She maintains that "people

who receive approval for their present sense of self tend to more readily accept

suggestions for change. Then you can challenge those persons to grow to higher

hierarchical stages while they institute the restructuring" (p. 148).

Judy Arin-Krupp (1992) maintains that "As the self changes, the person's beließ about all

aspects of education modify"(p.Ia\. She maintains that restructuring must start from the

inside out (also Gary Phillips, Peter Normaq Maurice Gibbons)and that one of the ways to

ensure that more flexible teachers are hired, is to encourage educational institutions to hire

people who recogt'nze that the workplace will be an open climate, reflecting evolving

purposes in education. The implication is for the divisional consultants to develop

expertise in asking questions to investigate the flexibility and knowledge (the cognitive

stage) which applicants possess.

Judy DeBoer (1988), in assessing the adult learner, identifies four basic behavioural styles

and states that the two major dimensions by which to group people relate to 'risk-taking'

and 'people-oriented behaviour'. She identifies the categories of achiever, persuader,

supporter and analyst. DeBoer claims that'Effective consulting is predicated on the



understanding, acceptance and appreciation of all the interpersonal-cognitive styles"

(p.79).First, however, she maintains that it is important for the consultant to become

aware of her own interpersonal-cognitive style and can adapt it before progressing to an

understanding of the style of others.

When working with the adult learner, MchaelFullan(l991) recommends that if we need

keep reminding ourselves that educational change is a learning experience for the adults

involved, we will be moving closer to understanding the change process. He maintains

that the readiness of teachers for change depends on their personality, their previous

experiences and the stage in their career . "Tho'se who are more selÊactualized and have a

greater sense of efficacy will be able to put more effort into the implementation" (p.130 )

Fullan (1991) also outlines the importance of interaction for the adult learner:

New meanings, ne\¡/ behaviours, new skill, and new beliefs depend

significantly on whether teachers are working as isolated individuals
(Goodlad, 1984; Lortie, 1975; Sarason, L982) or are exchanging
ideas, support, and positive feelings about their work (Little, 1982;
Mortimor et al., 1988; Rosenholtz, 1989).... Collegiality, open
communication, trust, support and help, learning on the job, getting
results, and job satisfaction and morale are closely interrelated.
(p.77).

The prevailing view of learning as a lifelong activity involves a new perspective on

teachers. Lipman (1991) maintains that the view of teachers as life-long learners means a

change towards growth-orientation for staffdevelopment. He cites the work of Judy

Arin-Krupp whose research shows that "adults value positive, growth-oriented, non-

threatening learning situations" (p.26).



Adults learn most effectively when l. they have a need to know or a problem to solve and

2. are involved in the design and implementation of staffdevelopment (Sparkes, 1983).

Malcolm Knowles (1984,1986) observed that adults learn in a variety of ways, are selÊ

directed and learn by solving problems. "Good consultants help teachers to solve

problems for themselves rather than solve problems for them. Ineffective consultants

often furnish advice that is too abstract to be useful." says Fullan (1.982, p.187) When

teachers confront problems and become involved in the analysis and resolutions, the

process enhances their professional understanding. Sparks and Loucks-Horsley (1989)

have developed five models for staffdevelopmeht, one of which, involves teachers in the

development/improvement process which focuses on the combination of learnings that

teachers gain in the process of staffdevelopment. A third factor is that adults need to see

the results of their work and receive feedback.

Wood and Thompson (1993) state that adults who participate in groups are more likely to

engage in higher level thinking. They recommend that staffdevelopment include

opportunities for sharing and reflecting. Another important finding was that transfer of

learning is not automatic for adults, it must be planned for and facilitated through

coaching, and other kinds of follow-up support. (p.55)

Robert Kegan (1994) identified three stages of adult development: interpersonal - "I am

my relationships"- dependent, seeks validation from external criteria, having internalized

the values of others; institutional - "I have relationships"- validated by internal standards,

is selÊinitiating and selÊevaluates; and post-institutional - "there are relationships and I am

apart of them"- an interdependent stance, committed to continual inquiry, open to

questions, conflict and reflects on own and modifies o\ryn organization of self. For
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example, I am a concrete random learner, a CR. At the interpersonal stage I would say I

am a CR but would be unaware of it. At the institutional stage, I am a CR and am aware

of all of my actions. At the post-institutional stage, I am a CR but I can move to different

learning styles as I identi$ the situation. In this level, people can step outside and

examine one's self and see themselves as part of a larger unit. Costa and Garmston (1995)

feel that understanding someone's stage of development allows you to identify which

states of mind might be the mediation zone for supporting movement of the individual.

Their recommendation is that staffdevelopment programs and evaluation/supervision

models be ordered around the post-institutional frame, that in working with groups the

overarching goal should be interdependence, that we should be involved in personal search

models and that we can accelerate our growth through this personal vision of growth.

Garmston (1995) states that "The survival of the world will come from people who reach

the third level - post -institutional"

Understanding the motivation of teachers is just as crucial as understanding how they

learn. In answering the question, 'What motivates teachers to take part in staff

development?', Gusþ (1986) refers to the Rand Corporation's Change Agent Study

(1978) which identified that teachers \ryere motivated to change because they wanted to

become better teachers. He describes the work ofMclaughlin and Marsh (1978) who

found that the motivating factor'of becoming better teachers' actually meant knowing that

students might benefit from the staffor professional development activities.

Gusþ (1986) argues that we have made serious effors in our approach to teacher

motivation. "Significant change in teachers' attitudes and beließ are likely to occur after

positive signs of student achievement become manifest. In short, teachers embrace new

practices only when there is clear evidence that they work" (p.179). He offers an
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alternative model - staffdevelopment which changes teachers' classroom practices which

results in a change in student learning outcomes and which will then result in a change in

teachers'beließ and attitudes. He provides support for his model by referring to the work

of Bolster (1983), Crandall et al.(l982) Crandall (1983) Haberman (1981) and Gusþ

(1.979,82,84).

Another motivating factor is practicality. Wood and Thompson (1993) state that "adults

are much more concrete in the way they operate that formerly thought. Therefore,

educators should have an opportunity for directed, concrete experiences in which they

apply what they are learning in a real or simulated work setting." (p.55) Teachers want

practical ideas that directly relate to the classroom (Dan Lortie, I975 and Harootunian

andYagar, 1980 in Guslcy, 1986). Berman and Mcl-augl:Írin (1977), in their study of

Federal Programs Supporting Educational Change, found that " Good consultants can

help by providing concrete, practical advice to project teachers - showing thenl either in

their classrooms or in " hands-on" workshops, how to adapt project methods or materials

to their own situations" (in Fullan, 1982, p.187). Gusþ (1986) states that, "Therefore, to

be effective, a staffdevelopment program must offer teachers practical ideas that can be

efficiently used to directly enhance desired learning outcomes in students" (p.6).

Effective staffdevelopment links theory to practice. As Vacca (1983) (in Ross, 1994)

states: "Teachers want, above all, one major quality from presenters and consultants -

pertinence. They want ideas, strategies, and materials that relate directly to their own

classrooms." (p.51)

In dealing with change and the adult learner, Gusþ (1986) offers three guiding principles

which consultants or staffdevelopers must heed: a) recognize that change is a gradual and
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difficult process for teachers b) ensure that teachers receive regular feedback on student

learning progress and c) provide continued support and follow-up after the initial training.

Adults bring a wide variety of experiences, knowledge and skills. Consultants should

develop an understanding of the different kinds of teacher knowledge. Schulman (1986)

has described teachers' knowledge to include: content-knowledge (the facts, concepts,

generalizations, and structure of a discipline), knowledge of pedagory ( the explanations,

demonstrations, and analogies which enable teachers to convey the meaning of a subject)

and curricular knowledge ( the instructional materials, reinforcement devices, teaching

aids which are available and the factors which dictate when each should or should not be

used). (p.10)

As well as teacher knowledge, staffdevelopers should understand readiness to learn and

needs of the learners. Philip Sctrlechty (1993) identifies the five roles that become

activated during the restructuring process: "the trailblazers" - those motivated by novelty

and risks, guided by a clear vision but who need personal and personalized support and

networks. "Staffdevelopers are not doing their job if they do not seek out every

opportunity to put local trailblazers out in front"(p.); 2. "Pioneers" - those who are an

adventurous and are willing to take risks; but they need demonstrations to provide

assurances that the trip can be made, concept development lessons, values clarification

lessons and demonstration lessons as opposed to skill development lessons; 3. "settlers"

are not adventurers; they need to be persuaded, need value clarification lessons that can

help them understand why change is needed, as well as demonstration lessons and skill

development lessons. Staffdevelopers must provide systematic training supported by

coaching, opportunities for feedbacþ and protection from negative consequences as well

as strong and reassuring leadership 4. "stay-at-homes" are motivated by present
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intolerable conditions or by a new compelling vision that causes risks to seem tolerable

when measured against rewards. Early in the change process staffdevelopers need to

understand that some will not go along; "what is needed is benign neglect with as much

generosity of spirit as possible as these people are easily influenced by the saboteurs".

Many stay-at-homes stay at home because they truly love the place.. some are simply too

timid to go someplace new. 5. "Saboteurs" - are actively committed to stopping change

and some have qualities similar to the trailblazers; need to keep them on the inside where

they can be watched rather than on the outside It is necessary to listen to the saboteurs.

Saboteurs may have once been trailblazers and pioneers who were not supported.

Motivation is important. Schlechty maintains that trallblazers are motivated by novelty

and excitement. Pioneers persevere if they become convinced that the new world is better.

Settlers need to know that this new work is better and that they are not taking the trip

alone. Stay-at-homes will move when almost all of their friends have deserted them.

Saboteurs, if they move, need to know that those sounding the call will pursue. "Without

leaders who will stay the course and without staffdevelopers who understand what draws

men and women to the frontier and what these people need to keep on going, all our

efforts to reform schools will faif'(p.51 )

Thus, in working with the adult learner, the consultant needs a knowledge of cognitive

and behavioural stages, needs to establish an atmosphere of trust and needs to be non-

judgmental in assessing the teacher's readiness for change. Knowledge of the adult learner,

of teacher motivation, of the views of teacher knowledge and of teacher as reflective

practitioner is needed to guide the consultant in staffdevelopment. Becoming a facilitator

in this environment is needed. " With the advent of new brain research and new

understanding of how the mind learns, the focus is shifting to cognition" says consultant
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Pat Wolfe." (cited in Diegmueller, 1992, p.10) Research on teachers indicates that many

teachers know a considerable amount about teaching but are unable to articulate what it is

that they do. Wolfe comments further that "Staffdevelopers are beginning ...to see their

role as not so much giving [teachers] new information as it I to put them in touch with

what they do." (in Diegmueller 1,992, p.10) Therefore, it becomes the staffdeveloper's job

to draw out the teachers and new skills are needed.

8.1 Linking Curriculum and lnstructional Pracfices to Staff
Development

A major responsibility for consultants is curriculum development which is, in effect, a form

of staffdevelopment. Glatthorn (1981), in his work with school districts, believes that a

method for developing curriculum is to start with staffdevelopment. In devising a process

for introducing curriculum changes, his team began by designing a staffdevelopment

program that would impact on the "taught" curricula - the actual lessons that teachers use

daily. As the staffdevelopment program continued, teachers were encouraged to develop

instructional materials and to discuss curriculum concerns. Sessions on the research, on

which the curriculum changes were based, were also important. Wood and Thompson

(1993) in their analysis of staffdevelopment, the research and best practices, state that

"Educators need to think of staffdevelopment as a component of a system for improving

instruction and curriculum." (p. 56)

In another model outlined by Joyce and Showers (1988), curriculum development and

school improvement are seen as types of staffdevelopment. "ft has been well established
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that curriculum implementation is demanding of staffdevelopment - essentially, without

strong staffdevelopment programs that are appropriately designed a very low level of

fcurriculum] implementation occurs" (in Sparkes and Loucks-Horsley, 1989, p.46)

Fullan (1987) states that curriculum change affects these aspects: learning materials,

learning activities, skills, behaviours or practices and beließ or understandings. "Such

changes in practices and beließ or in doing and thinking are the essence of staff

development" (p.2I4).

Involving teachers in curriculum development can take three forms. Sparkes and Loucks-

Horsley (1989) refer to Glatthorn (1987) who describes three ways in which teachers can

modify a district's curriculum guide. a) take the list of objectives from the curriculum

guide and recommended teaching methods and turn them into a set of usable instructional

guides ) b) adapt guides to students' special needs and c) develop optional enrichment

units.

Rubin (1987) contends that because both curriculum design and staffdevelopment are

procedures involving a continuum of actions rather than isolated practices, process is very

important. As mentioned earlier, significant change in teachers'attitudes and beließ are

likely to occur after positive signs of student achievement are observed. (Gusþ, 1986)

Involving teachers in the inquiry process is an important step for consultants.

Sparkes and Loucks-Horsley (1989) state that, "Whichever perspective one has, staff

development and the improvement of schools and curriculum go hand in hand" (p.46)

Glickman (1986) views curriculum development as a key element in staffdevelopment, the
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purpose of which is "to improve teachers' ability to think". Consultants need to be able to

apply the knowledge of curriculum development in planning effective staffdevelopment.

Lawrence Stenhouse (T976) identified two different viewpoints towards curriculum, that

of curriculum as intention and of curriculum as reality. His recommendation was that we

work towards closing the gap between aspiration and practice "by adopting a research and

developmental approach..." (p. 3) One such approach was that of Barbara Moss (1994)

who used a staffdevelopment program on implementing a writing process that helped

participants link theory to practice, and encouraged them to reflect upon and plan for

change, and collaborate with other teachers. Linking curriculum development, staff

development and instructional practices is one way of "closing the gap between curriculum

as intention and reality"

8.2 Linking Recent Research on Teaching and Learning

Robert Sylwester (1995) claims that our profession is at the edge of a major

transformation as the cognitive sciences are moving us closer to an understanding of our

brain's development, organization and operation. Whereas in the past, the emphasis in

staffdevelopment was on behaviour and the Madeline Hunter approach to effective

teaching, Pat Wolfe, consultant, sees the shift to cognition occurring with this new

information on how the mind works. Within this shift, she sees another role for the staff

developer (facilitator) and that is of the trainer. Consultants need to keep current with this

new research and become the trainers, "You can't discuss in a substantive way something

you don't know anything about....Both the role of trainer and facilitator go hand in hand.

One without the other isn't going to be effective."(in Diegmueller, L992, p.l0) The staff
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developer needs to keep informed of the new developments in learning theory and in turn,

train teachers in these skills.

Several significant themes are emerging from this brain theory and research according to

Robert Sylwester, (1995):

l. Much more of our brain's development is genetic/innate than previously believed.

2. Br ain processes are p aralleUmultip le>r/distributed.

3. Our brain functions through two major systems that define self and society within the

complex time/space environment we inhabit.

4. Emotion drives attention, which drives learniirg/memory.

5. Two pathways simultaneously process our brain's response to complex environmental

changes.

6. Ecological principles that enhance the health of the larger environment also enhance the

development and maintenance of our brain. (pp.2-3)

The implications of the research include: our brains are unique and teaching needs to

include opportunities for the tactile, the visual, the auditory learners as well as accounting

for other individual differences such as cognitive style - seeing the parts and the whole;

teachers need a vast repertoire of methods and approaches so that all of the aspects of the

brain operation are addressed; emotions at the heart of learning means the importance of

providing a supportive safe environment including mutual respect; and active processing

to encourage students to take charge of their learning and development including

reflection and metacognition. The classroom of tomorrow might focus more on drawing

on our existing abilities rather than on precisely measuring a student's success with

imposed skills; increase the importance of such subjects as the arts and humanities which

expand and integrate complex environmental stimuli and de-emphasize basic skills and
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forms of evaluation that merely compress complexity; add cooperative learning, thematic

curriculums, portfolio assessment to our repertoire. (more echoes of John Dewey)

Eric Jenssen (1995) in his synthesis of the brain research identifies key principles of brain-

based learning. The principles which I find particularly useful for staffdevelopment are:

o Stress and threat impact the brain in many ways..they reduce the
capacity for understanding, memory and meaning as well as higher order
thinking skills.

o Emotions run the brain - bad ones flavor all attempts at learning whereas
good ones create an excitement and love of learning.

o The neocortex is strongly run by patterns, not facts. We learn best with
themes, patterns and whole experiences.

o Our memory is very poor in rote, semantic situations. It is best in
contextual, episodic event-oriented situations,

. All learning is mind-body. We can teach others how to manage their
states.

. Feeding the brain. our brains are stimulated by challenge, novelty and
feedback in our learning environments.

. Ritual is the way for the reptilian brain to have a productive expression.
More positive and productive rituals can lower the perceived stress and

threat. (See G. Phillips)
o The brain is poorly designed for formal instruction. By focusing on

learning we can allow the brain to learn more
o Our brain is designed for ups and downs not constant attention.
o Assessment - most of what is critical to the brain and learning cannot be

assessed. The best learning is often the creation of biases, themes,
models and patterns of deep understanding. (Facilitator's Manual)

Jeannette Vos (1994) has taken these findings on brain research and has set up a checklist

for teachers and trainers to set up a model integrative accelerated learning system:

SD( STEPS TO TEACH A¡IYTHING

l. The right state
o Orchestrating tþe environment
. Positive mood of te4cher, student
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. Affirming anchoring and focusing
o Outcome and goal-setting: what's in it for me?

" Visualize your goals
¡ Regard mistakes as feedback
. Peripheral posters

2. The right presentation
o Getting the Big Picture first, including field trips.
. Using all the learning styles and the T Intelligences.
. Drawing, Mind mapping, visualizations.
o Active and passive music concerts.

3. Think about it
. Creative thinking
. Critical thinking - conceptual, analytical, reflective.
o Creative problem-solving
. Deep memory techniques for permanent storage
. Thinking about your thinking

4. Activate to draw out
¡ To access material and bring out of storage.
o Games, skits, discussions, plays including all learning

styles and all 7 intelligences.

5. Apply it
. Use it
. Doit
. Mind map it.
. Combine it with what you already know.

6. Review and evaluate
o Know that I know
. Selflpeer/instructor evaluation
. Ongoing review

@ryden and Vos, 1994, p. 294)

Gazzaruga (1985) states that most important fact is that the brain is a social brain. As

Caine, Caine and Crowell (1994) report: "Individuals do not exist in isolation but in

relationship to a dynamic interactive world within which they continuously seek to

position themselves and of which they want to make sense". Thus the need to relate to
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meaningfulness with whatever we are doing - school improvement, staffdevelopment and

individual improvement. "Both the human mind and the learning organization are more

like collections of flowing rivers. Real learning is ongoing. And in a complex world, the

systems that survive and flourish must be dynamic and capable of change." For other

sources on learning theory the reader should refer to Colin Rose, Sheila Ostrander,

Bandler and Grinder, and Vos and Dryden. (Research taking place over the last three

months, involves the imaging of the brains of average thirteen year old students while they

are engaged in math and language arts activities. These findings will have tremendous

implications for both student and teacher learning)

8.3 Understanding of Organizational Contexts

Sparkes and Loucks-Horsley (1989) state that "teacher development in school districts

does not take place in a vacuum" (p.51) but that success is influenced by the

orgaruzational context including "school climate, leadership attitudes and behaviours,

district policies and systems and the involvement of participants". Consultants need to

have an understanding of these orgaruzational contexts in planning for optimal staff

development.

Such an understanding and a\ryareness of the organzational structure will help alleviate

problems. Joyce and Showers (1983) point out that " in a loose and disorganized social

climate without clear goals, reticent teachers may actually subvert elements of the training
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process not only for themselves but also for others" (in Sparkes and Loucks-Horsley,

1989, p.52).

Being able to construct orgaruzational climates that support risk-taking and collegiality is

also an important task for consultants. Hixson (1993) maintains that "Staffdevelopers

must assist educators in examining their professional knowledge and attitudes by first

creating safe environments for the exploration of new ideas" (p. 49)

Little (1982) found that, with the support of colleagues and with the encouragement of

professional risk+aking, teachers are more likely to persist in using new behaviours. (in

Sparkes and Loucks-Horsley, 1989). Fullan(1982) reports that the degree of change is

strongly related to the extent that teachers interact with each other and provide technical

help to one another - "Teachers need to participate in skill-training workshops, but they

also need to have one-to-one and group opportunities to receive and give help, and more

simply to converse about the meaning of change" (p. 121).

Paul LeMahieu and associates(l995) are currently working on their Elements of Quality

Professional Development and have identified seven elements for organization of the

professional development:
l. content focused
2. ongoing and sustained
3. active engagement
4. collegial
5. job-embedded
6. systemic perspective
7. incorporates reflection

In another study Kruse, Louis and Bryk (1995) have found professional communities to be

strong when five elements are in place:
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1. reflective dialogue which leads to set of shared norms
beließ and values

2. de-pnvatization of practice
3. collective focus on student learning
4. collaboration
5. shared nonns and values

In order for this to happen, they maintain that both structural, social and human resources

should be in place: Structures: time to meet and talk, physical proximity, interdependent

teaching roles, communication structures, teacher empowerment and school autonomy,

More important, in their estimation, were the human and social resources: openness to

improvement, trust and respect, cognitive skill base, supportive leadership and

socialization [It is interesting to note their comment that those least likely to adopt these

professional attitudes were secondary schools.... ]

Consultants also need an understanding of leadership and of the role of the principal.

Sparks and Loucks-Horsley (1989) refer to Huberman (1983) and state that "teachers'

successful use of new skills often occurs when administrators exert strong and continuous

pressure for implementation" (p.53). They quote Huberman "... administrators, both at

the central office and building levels, have to go to center stage and stay there if school

improvement efforts are to succeed" (p. 53), a belief often reiterated in Fullan's work.

Sparkes and Loucks-Horsley (1989) point out that "while much research points to the

importance of administrators as leaders in staffdevelopment and change, others can take

on leadership and support roles and may be better placed to do so." (p. 53). A team

approach can also be used, with "central office coordinators, who often know more about

a specific practice, [and] can effectively coach teachers in their attempts to change their

classroom behaviour" (Co+ 1983 in Sparks and Loucks-Horsley, 1989, p. 53)
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If these factors are considered, if risk-taking is supported and if student learning is

enhanced, if the quality of the recommended changes is high, the beliefs and attitudes of

teachers will also change (Sparkes and Loucks-Horsley, 1989, Gusþ,1986 and Loucks

andZacchei, 1983) and a major goal of staffdevelopment will have been met.

8.4 Perspectives on Developing School Cultures

Staff development as sapport programs for new teachers, training in
teaching methodologies and the study of curriculum need to be expanded
to include all staff learning together, in self-reflective, creative ways
making the school experience a richer one for students. Garmston (199I ,

p. 20t)

Robert Garmston (1991) believes that the dominant staffdevelopment task is to modify

the structure of the workplace and that before planning we should be asking the question

"Will what we are doing change the culture of the workplace?" Garmstoq Rosenholtz

(1989), Frymier (1987) hold that what professionals do is governed more by the culture of

the workplace than the knowledge or skills that they have. At a recent workshop,

Garmston (1993) related the example of teachers who spend roughly two minutes a day

discussing instruction and that this is not the case within other professional cultures such

as that of doctors or lawyers, where research and discussion is an emphasis.

Garmston (1991) states that " Since it is the workplace culture that influences what

professionals do far more than the personal biography of individual teachers, Frymier

(1987) concludes that to empower teachers, change efforts should focus on the structure
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of the workplace, not on the teachers we seek to empower" (p.184). Arthur Costa (1992)

as well maintains that school cultures should become the focus for school reform.

Fullan (1991) firmly states that "The role of staff development is not only to implement

innovations in teaching practices. The central role of staffdevelopment is to help develop

strong collaborative work cultures that will support ongoing innovation and

in stitut i o n alizati o n."

Restructuring schools from the inside out is necessary, states Garmston (1992). The first

requirement is to focus on collaboration of stafftowards cornmon goals and values

followed by the vision of a new school culture that moves away from the industrial society

to the vision of a school as a development for the mind. (Costa, 1990) School as

development for the mind is a school in which reflection is honoured, where the thinking

of all staffand students is promoted. A tool for such vision, cognitive coaching, is based

on four assumptions: all human beings are capable of growth, teaching cannot be reduced

to formulas, teaching is driven by invisible thought processes and that skillful colleagues

can help others to enhance their cognitive processes (Garmston, 1992).

In the 1990s staffdevelopment is evolving from an emphasis on classroom skill

development to group experiences designed to modify the culture of a school. Lipman

(1991) outlines that organizational development strategies are important :

Proponents of this method argue that effective school renewal
requires a systemic or holistic viewpoint which emphasizes a set of
open participative processes for bringing about change.
Consultants often assist the school. They engage in analyzing,
planning, and evaluating school renewal efforts. School-based
strategic planning and democratic decision making are examples of
organization development strategies (p.30).
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According to Lipman (1991), school based staffdevelopment may include: "individually

guided activities, observation and assessment of teaching, involvement in a development

or improvement process, ongoing workshop sessions and inquiry projects to solve school

problems" (p.30). As well as focusing on school culture, Lipman maintains that effective

staffdevelopment must also employ "sound techniques supported by research" (p. 30).

Changing the culture of the workplace is also important for Fullan (1991) who states that

the meaning of change for the future" means a radical change in the culture of the schools

and the conception of teaching as a profession." (p.142) and he proposes "interactive

professionalism" which would promote the idea of teachers as continuous learners in a

community of interactive professionals.

The ultimate goal in educational change, states Fullan (1991) should become changing the

culture of learning for both students and adults. "People change by doing new things in

conjunction with others, while obtaining new insights and commitments to do even

better". (p3a$ Consultants and administrators will need to "seek better ways to support

follow-through application of ideas, which achieve improvement in practice while

simultaneously contributing to the establishment of new structures and norms". (p.344)

To me this establishment of new structure and norms means creating a community of

learners, a culture for learning.

In linking with the citizenship theme outlined by Osborne(1991) and GlickmanQ99a)

Loucks-Horsley (1994) state that:
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In order to redefine what schools are so that more students succeed in
getting the knowledge, skills, sense of efficacy, and social responsibilþ
necessary to become good citizens of the future, schools will have to
rebuild a sense of community around these issues. To do so will require
connecting and integrating the efforts of these in the formal educational
system with others concerned about children and the future of the
community as a whole....An important measure of a successful school, in
fact, will be the degree to which it can be an effective partner in building a
shared sense of commitment around the purposes that schools serve.
(p.lsl)

Populations of schools must be considered. Ken Leithwood states that schools are unique

"in terms of the characteristics of the student population, expectations of the community,

nafure of the school's resources, and the values, skills and interests of the staff."(p.28)

8.5 Summary and Reflection

How can schools become communities of learners? That teachers and other educators will

increasingly need new knowledge and skills to address our changing society is a given.

Loucks-Horsley (1994) believes that the answer lies in the relationship of staff

development to the learning process itself.

If teachers need new strategies to address a different population, if
they need new understandings about what learning is and what
environments are needed for learning to take place for all students,
the absence of a process for providing such understandings means
that we run the risk of redesigning our schools uninformed by what
they really need to look like in order to serve tomorrow's students.
(p. ls l)
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By redesigning staffdevelopment to focus on learning and the environment for learning

that Dewey claims includes "active habits fwhich] involve thought, invention and initiative

in applying capacities to new aims" (p.62), by redesigning a learning environment that

Osborne (1991) and Glickman (1994)refer to as creating citizenship and that Apple (1979)

and Bowers (1987) believe has to confront our taken-for-granted assumptions, we can

work towards change. The tools have changed. By engaging teachers who have many

different belief systems, by understanding their motivation and their stages of

development, by understanding the milieu to which they are accustomed - for the most

part hierarchical environments, by understanding their orientations towards curriculum and

assessment, and by developing the individual and providing opportunities to develop the

school culture, we, in turn, can build a community of learners.

Such knowledge relates to Lee Schulman's view of the relationship of content knowledge,

an understanding of curriculum, a repertoire of teaching skills and knowledge as to how

students learn. These areas are not separate from each other but instead need to intersect

with common goals. The knowledge of usingthe tools in concert increases the chances of

success in restructuring as we move towards nurluring resourcefulness by developing the

five states of mind.
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Chapter 9

TOWARDS RESTRUCTURING FOR THE FUTURE

"A progressive cullure, " said Huxley, "is one which contains the seeds of its ownfurther

transformation " (I 9 5 3, p. I 59)

How can this knowledge of effective staffdevelopment be used to increase the likelihood

that restructuring efforts will succeed and what is the role of the consultant in

restructuring? In answering these questions, the new learning environment of

restructurin g, the fertilizing of the gardenand the steps in implementing these learning

environments will be considered with a view towards analyzing the role of consultant in

the process.

9.0 The New Learning Environment

Wideen (1987) claims that "For the past several decades, despite huge efforts, the

educational establishment at all levels has shown a remarkable inability to implement and

maintain more effective ways of teaching or to create school settings that are productive

and exciting learning environments for all children" (p. 1). The current shift toward

restructuring is an attempt to focus on this learning-centered environment which Hixson

(1993) suggests will focus on the "knowledge, skills and dispositions students will need to

be effective participants in the 2lst Century on selecting or designing appropriate

instruction approaches and on identifying the characteristics of the school environment

that have been shown to be successful in achieving them"(p. 49).
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Owen, Loucks-Horsley, and Horsely (1991) state that staffdevelopment can play three

different roles in restructuring: as a "vehicle for providing staffwith new knowledge,

skills, and attitudes ... as an "unfreezing influence"...and it can be the heart of a full scale-

restructuring effort, promoting the vision of the school as a learning community" (p.10).

Valuing and supporting the learning of all staffmeans:

... the existence of a school culture in which adults are encouraged
to be learners, where they feel cared about, and where they feel
fulfilled by the impact they have on young people....Staff members
develop themselves and assist in the development of their peers
using creative and ongoing arrangements. They feel respected for
the fine practices they use in the classroom and are empowered to
contribute to the practices and policies of the whole school (p. 10)

Owen et al (1991) claim that there is a need to change the design of schools so that they

provide " optimal learning environments for all students". They cite the research of

Basom & Crandall (1989) and Moorman, Egermeir, & Campbell (1990) which show that

our schools are not designed for the changing needs ofstudents and ofthe changing

demands on students.

The world has changed and the changes in education haven't kept up. Citing changes in

the economy, advancing technology, globalization, single parent homes, drug abuse,

cultural diversity, changing worldorce and the emergence of the information society,

Katzenmeyer and Reid (1991) maintain " that we need to change the context within which

the schools operate and the outcomes for which schools are being held accountable"

(p.30)
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If this is the new learning environment for the restructuring era, how can we restructure

the present learning environment? "In true reform " says Katzeruneyer and Reid (1991)

"teachers will become more autonomous managers of learning and the learning

environment. They will be making decisions, working in teams and constantly redesigning

the learning environment based on student performance feedback." (p.30) (also Wideen,

te87).

Albert Shanker, the president of the American Association of Teachers, says that we need

a new learning environment in which " the responsibility for learning is put on the student

with the teacher coaching and having the time to think and plan." (in Sparkes, 1991, p. 3)

Shanker says that:

Teachers need a broader set of experiences of what constitutes
learning. We must knock out the notion that the only way of
learning is to put 20 to 30 people in seats and have them listen to
somebody talk. After these experiences, people need an
opportunity to adapt them for school situations. I would also
orgaruze seminars using the Great Books model so teachers could
discuss and apply research and delve into vital educational issues
like restructuring." (p. 4).

Jane David (1990), a consultant to the Center for Policy Research in Education, also

concludes that the goal of restructuring is " long-teffn, comprehensive change guided by a

conception of schools as stimulating workplaces and learning environments" (in

Katzenmeyer and Reid, p. 30) Garmston and Wellman (1994) identify three quality

indicators for restructuring:

l. The major impetus for restructuring efforts focuses on quality learning
for all students.
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2. Nl concerned with restructuring share a vision- the result of
collaboration by diverse stakeholders, including school-based staff and
community members.

3. School adaptability is set as an orgaruzational goal.

9.1 lmplications for Consultant's Role in Restructuring

Staff development must help schools move beyond
simply improvingwhat they have to developing new

understandings of whøt they need, new visions ofwhat
is possible, and new strategies for how to "get lhere

from here". (Hixson, 1991, p.4)

What then are the implications for consultants or staffdevelopers in helping teachers to

have new understandings of the learning process in helping teachers develop a learner-

centered environment in which participation becomes the key, student learning is

emphasized and orgaruzational adaptability is a consideration?

Restructuring involves altering systems of rules, roles and relationships (Schlechty, 1990)

and empowering teachers. .Il is here that the weeds emerge. Caine and Caine and Crowell

(1994) state that "One reason change and restructuring are so difficult is that there are

usually some conditions operating below the surface that interfere with what we do." (p.

3l) The gardener, cannot pluck the weeds, the old roles, rules qnd relatíonships, but

instead needs to work to replace the root systems with more adnptive systems. Tlns

paradigm shift will require staffdevelopers to expand their mission to include a proactive

approach to the full range of human resource development. Prior to the 1990s, the focus
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has been on the individual teacher or administrator. The new paradigm will mean

increased emphasis on team-building, extending problem-solving abilities and

orgaruzational development, suggest Katzenmeyer and Reid (1991). Personal

improvement, staffdevelopment programs and school improvement plans need to

intersect.

K. Diegmueller (1991) describes a process of staffdevelopment in restructuring in which

the initial task is to get people talking - "a task that may sound simple enough, but is

anything but, for a group of individuals who generally operate in the isolation of their own

classrooms or offices" (p.7). In restructunng,Katzenmeyer and Reid (1991) state that

one of the first steps for the staffdeveloper must be to develop a strategic plan of her own

which focuses on supporting the restructurin g agenda, supporting change in individual

improvement, staffdevelopment and school improvement. The new role goes far beyond

that of teacher and trainer. As Cerylle Moffett (1994) points out" the new staffdeveloper

is a co-learner, resource provider, supporter, mentor, and process facilitator." (p.5)

Sherry Novak (1994) writes in the Journal of StaffDevelopment that four basic elements

of staffdevelopment need to be developed:

. multidimensional professional development for all staff
o decentralized performance-based systems
o understanding and implementing the change process
o the changing role of the staffdeveloper

The changing role of the staffdeveloper is the focus of this study. Hanney (1994) states

that "Staffdevelopers can help enhance the nature and scope of reflection by modiffing
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traditional staffdevelopment strategies." (p 22) She goes on to say that it is through

reflection that individuals make sense of personal and professional activities and quotes

Oberg (1989) who "suggests that reflection is more a state of mind than a set of

procedures".(p.22) What does this mean for staffdevelopment? What culture should we

be striving towards in staffdevelopment? I return to Dewey (1910), "Reflective thought

is the active persistent, and careful consideration of any belief or supposed form of

knowledge in light of the grounds that support it, and the further conclusions to which it

tends". (p.6) Just as John Dewey held that thinking was the key to learning, so too, can

we learn from John Dewey in creating a culture'for staffdevelopment in the 90s.

Louise Hannay (1994) in her review of the literature suggests four common elements of

reflective practice:

1. Focus on real problems and concerns
2. Change the nature of the problem
3. Process-oriented staffdevelopment - be interactive (linking theory and

practice), responsive to the needs of participants and to the school
culture and history (Clift, Holland and Vel, 1990; Tafel and Bertani,
1992) and individualized, according to the pedagogical stage and

psychological orientation of participants. (flannay, 1992)
4. Promote collaborative - partnerships which break down the historical

pattern of isolation experienced by teachers and administrators and
provides opportunity for ongoing dialogue. "This dialogue that is so

critical for reflection provides the venue through which participants can

explore alternatives, safely question their past practices, make decisions

on actioq and evaluate the effects of those actions." (p.24)

The role changes to one of facilitator rather than strictly one of trainer. Killion and

Simmons (1992) describe the distinctions between the two in this diagram:
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Trainers

1. Give information and skill
2. Directlearning
3. Operate from specified outcomes

4. Have an established timeline
5. PIan the sequence to achieve outcome

6. Are cognitive
7. Use an a priori design
8. Move from known to known

Facilitators

l. Provide nurturance
2. Guide interaction
3. Operate from an overarching goal

and a vision of possibilities
4. Have an undetermined timeframe
5. Have a repertoire to draw from but

no predetermined plan
6. Are intuitive
7. Use an in media res design
8. Move from unknown to known

Asking questions and listening are the primary functions of an effective facilitator. "To be

successful in this new role, staffdevelopers will need to go beyond the application of new

skills, knowledge, and practices--they will need to adopt the belief system of facilitators."

suggest Killion and Simmons (1992, p.2)

Karen Diegmueller (1992) in her work on the "Changing Role of the StaffDeveloper"

outlines two functions: initiators and responders - initiating: " There is always a need for

someone to be introducing staffto content and to process skills that they may not even

know exists but would help them in their function." and responding: "responding to the

needs and finding out what you can do to help others make the situation better". (p.9)

Nancy Kraft (1995) has successfully incorporated reflective thought into her staff

development sessions. She describes two approaches to staffdevelopment: "So much of

staffdevelopment has traditionally focused very narrowly on effecting change through

telling teachers what to do and how to do it," and the critical theory approach which
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"allows teachers to look more critically at their own practices and also to become more

analyical and critical about the conditions which shape their lives as professionals and

impact student learning." (p.32) In her use of the critical theory approach, she shares her

view of herself as a facilitator of learning with the participants, structures the learning

experience to reflect adult education theory, assists participants to examine their beließ

and assumptions about teaching and learning, knowledge and curriculurn, and provides

opportunities for reflection. This is one model of staffdeveloper as facilitator but again

one in which the application tools are not clear.

9.2 Summary and Reflection

The implications for staffdevelopers are that staffdevelopment can play three roles in

restructuring: provide staffwith new knowledge and skills, be an unfreezing influence and

promote the vision of the school as a learning community. (Owen et al) Helping teachers

to work in teams, make decisions and solve problems (Katzenmeyer and Reid) and

providing time for reflection (Shanker)as well as orgaruzational adaptability (Garmston

and Wellman), a proactive approach to the full range of human resource development is

needed, to "get people talking" @iegmueller) The development of a strategic plan which

supports the restructuring agenda(Katzenmeyer and Reid), which modifies traditional staff

development strategies (Hannay) are suggested for effective restructuring.
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Katzenmeyer and Reid (1991) contend that new approaches and tools will be needed (to

remove the old root system) "Staffdevelopers must enhance their own capabilities to

develop teams and to use organization development and consultation approaches and

tools" (p.32).I would propose the necessity of going beyond these abilities to a greater

depth of understanding and involvement in the reflective process as mentioned by Hannay

(199a): focus on real problems and concerns, change the nature ofthe problerq process-

oriented staffdevelopment and promote collaborative partnerships. Although Hannay

cautions staffdevelopers "from controlling or reducing the process to a set of steps or

recipes", she does not offer suggestions for the training for becoming engaged in the

reflective process with a view to facilitate, nurture and support reflective practice. Killion

and Simmons(I992) and K¡aft (1995) address the facilitation role, but once again the

specific strategies and abilities are not described.

I believe that Cognitive Coaching offers the framework that staffdevelopers can use to

build the essential learnings to create climates that support lifelong learning for both

educators and students, a climate of growth to support all of the diverse plants within the

garden. For this garden, the climatic controls, the temperature and the moisture become

Cognitive Coaching and the addition of two frameworks, Dimensions oflearning and

learning organization theory, which provide consultants with the processes for classroom

change and systems change.
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CHAPTER 1O

GONSULTANT AS A PROACTIVE STAFF DEVELOPER

"frameworl<sfor becoming the best gardener I can be"

"I believe that we cannot live better than in seeking to become still better than we are. "

Socrates

According to the literature on restructuring, building a climate to support lifelong learning

for both educators and students means developing a strategic plan, modifying traditional

staffdevelopment practices, valuing and respecting adults as learners, and honouring

reflection. Team building, extending problem solving abilities and linking curriculum

development to staffdevelopment and organizational development, are keys to the

restructuring. From my experience, I would suggest that the frameworks of Cognitive

Coaching, as developed by Art Costa and Robert Garmston (1989), learning organization

theory and the thinking framework in Dimensions of Learning as developed by Robert

Marzano and Associates become the frameworks for the consultant as she strives to build

resourcefulness, frameworks that in effect become the climate controlsfor this garden of

reflective learners.

THE VISION

Two visions emerge: for the gardener - being the best learner, facilitator, mediator

(6ardener) I can be, with the tools and frameworks ..... and for the garden: creating a
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community of learners, an adaptive learning organization in which teachers develop

resourcefulness and autonomy as they engage in the process of change. My vision exists

on both the micro and macro level. If the garden is expanded and examined within a

macrosystem, everyone in it (even the wild rose) has a role in making the garden the best

that it can be. Helping to define the garden so that it has its own identity in an ecological

system becomes the goal in this adaptive learning organization- like the brook, "that is

pliable enough to create its own shape and still move towards the sea," - redefining the

garden so that it is adaptive to an infinite number of changes. Everyone in the garden has

a role in the eco-system.

The consultant's role becomes how she understands the participants, how she nurtures

their strengths and perceived values, versus perceived weaknesses. The goal is to increase

resourcefulness - as a person is growing the best we can do is to increase his/her ability to

grow. Resourcefulness means increasing professional dialogue as we can't live in isolation

an)¡more. In order for the individual to grow, we have to do things differently,

collectively.

The work ofR. Barth (1990) (in Senge, 1994) helps define a cornmunity of learners. He

assesses the characteristics of a community of learners to be:

. each individual is actively engaged in learning
o the learning of each group member is visible to others
. learning is celebrated and enjoyed
. learning is sustained over time
. group members talk with one another about their practices
o group members share knowledge of their craft with one another
. group members help one another become more skillful
o individuals in leadership positions act as "head learners" who engage in, display

and model learning. [echoes of Dewey and Osborne]
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In order to work towards these visions, I need to identify the goals, application tools and

the frameworks for application.

PATHWAYS TO RESOURCEFULNESS: THE FryE STATES OF MIND

"Once there is agreement on a vision, a school or school system must answer the question:

What behaviours and values willget us there? This path leads inevitably to the essential

role of staffdevelopment for school improvement." Asayesh (1994, p.53)

With cognitive coaching as a foundation for developing this culture of reflectiveness, I see

the behaviours or the values of staffdevelopment to be developing the five states of mind

as outlined by Costa and Garmston (1994):

Efficacy - knowing that I have the capacity to make a
difference through my teaching or administering, and
being willing to take responsibility to do so.

(Efficacy, the belief that "I can make a difference." is perhaps the most powerful state of
mind.)

Flexibility - Knowing that I have and can develop
options to consider about my teaching or
administrating, and being willing to consider and
demonstrate respect and empathy for diverse
perspectives.

(Flexibility means looking at things in new ways - moving from egocentric, me to
allocentric - through your eyes and macrocentric, as if observing from a balcony. Our
flexibility, say the researchers, is our primary source of creativity.)

Craftsmanship - Knowing that I can continually
perfect the craft of teaching or administering, and
being willing to pursue ongoing learning .

(Craftsmanship is that quality of dissatisfaction with current performances.)
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Consciousness - Knowing what and how I'm thinking
about my teaching or administrating, and being willing
to be aware of my actions and their effects.

(Consciousness - awareness of thoughts, feelings, behaviours, intentions and their effects
"It is only that which I am conscious of that I can direct and control." Garmston cites
research on cognitive development which shows that most adults over the age of 25

continue to grow cognitively. However, teachers as a group, do not. This deeper

developmental stage will influence what is going on and we, in education, need to focus
on consciousness for teachers)

lnterdependence - Knowing that I will benefit from
my participating in, contributing to , and receiving
from professional relationships: and being willing to
create an change relationships to benefit my teaching
or administrating.

(Interdependence is valuing we as much as me, committing to group goals, envisioning the
potential of groups of which we are a member, and valuing conflict. As we move to a
knowledge society, this working together becomes more crucial.)

In many respects these characteristics were suggested by Dewey in 1916 - "Concerning

education as growth, dependence denotes a power rather than a weakness; it involves

interdependence." (p. 5z) and when he emphasized plasticity [flexibility] "It is essentially

the ability to learn from experience; the po\¡/er to retain from one experience something

which is of avail in coping with the difficulties of a later situation. This means power to

modify actions on the basis of the results of prior experiences, the power to develop

dispositions. Without it the acquisition of habits if impossible." (p. 53).

Interdependence, plasticity (flexibility), and the emphasis on craftsmanship, to continually

perfect the craft of teaching, was a constant theme in his writings as was consciousness -

but in Dewey's terms, reflectiveness.
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Cognitive Coaching is a framework based on the premise of the five states of mind that are

the energy sources fueling holonomous behaviours - efficacy, flexibility, craftsmanship,

consciousness and interdependence. Processes and skills are practiced to help coaches

and coachees become reflective practitioners.

THE FRAMEWORKS:

(The climatic controls)

10.0 The Foundation: Cognitive Coaching - Becoming a Reflective
Practitioner

We høve seen rather clearly that the internal consaltant, to be

eflective must become a master of the change process, setting up a
system of initiation and follow-through in working with teachers,
administrators, and externql resource people. (Fullan, I99I,p. 225)

How does one become a master of the change process, setting up a system of initiation

and follow-through ? I believe that the processes involved in Cognitive Coaching become

tools of empowerment as consultants work towards helping teachers move to a reflective

assessment of the teaching /learning situation or as Fullan (1991) would say, "develop

individual and organizational meaning vis-a-vis a particular change." Virginia Richards

(1990) suggests that the focus of change should be the teacher's cognitions and practical

knowledge and that how we go about challenging those cognitions need to be considered:

Empowerment is threatened when teachers are asked to make

changes without being asked to examine their theoretical
frameworks. This approach means that opportunities should be
created to allow teachers to interact and have conversations around
standards, theory, and classroom activity. It also suggests that a

necessary element of the conversation are discussions of alternative
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conceptions and activities that in combination with some of the
teachers' own conceptions form a view of warranted practice.
(p.16)

Creating these opportunities for teachers to interact must be implemented

in an atmosphere of trust, states Richards.

If priorities in examining change need to include these factors, it is my belief and my

experience that Cognitive Coaching offers the foundation skills for the staffdeveloper.

"Cognitive coaching represents a new paradigm in which thinking is at the core of the

curriculum, the school's role is to develop the mind and to develop cultures that support

this mission." (Garmston (1991), p. I37). Helping teachers to articulate their purposes

and beliefs and helping them reflect upon their observations is at the heart of this model.

Cognitive Coaching, according to Garmston and Costa (1989), is "the supervisor's

application of a set of strategies designed to enhance the teachers' decisions, perceptions

and intellectual functions. These inner thought processes are prerequisites to improving

overt instructional behaviours which will, in turn, produce greater student learning." ftr. R-

6) Cognitive Coaching is based on the premise that all teachers are capable of change,

that teaching is dependent on high quality decision making skills and that teachers trained

in Cognitive Coaching can significantly enhance their colleagues' cognitive process,

decisions and teaching behaviours.

Research into the effectiveness on Cognitive Coaching includes a study by Jennitèr

Edwards and Rae Neuton (1995) which showed that Cognitive Coaching positively effects

teacher efficacy. Other studies by Langer & Colton (1994) and Garmston, Linder &

Whitaker (1993) showed Cognitive Coaching to be helpful in promoting teacher

reflection. Langer and Colton (1994) refer specifically to the tools of rapport-building,
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probing to discover thinking behind actions or to help reframe new situations, and posing

carefully crafted questions, which were found to be very important. Carolee Hayes (1994),

a director of staffdevelopment, who showed that changing the quality of adult

relationships is the key factor in student learning as well as teacher learning, reports

success using the tools of Cognitive Coaching to change the culture to one involving

inquiring, trusting and reflecting, supporting and understanding.

In Cognitive Coaching there are three overriding goals, the first of which is establishing

and maintaining trust (people involved need to trust and respect each other, realizingthat

neither person needs to be'fixed'). "Cognitive coaches believe that people have inner

resources to achieve excellence." ( Garmston (1991), p. L22). A second goal is facilitating

mutual learning, "learning which requires engagement of and transformation of the

mind...coaches use strategies and tools which enhance teachers' perceptions and expand

their frames of reference" ( p. 122). The third goal is enhancing growth toward

holonomy. Holonomous teachers are "individuals acting autonomously while

simultaneously acting interdependently with the group" (Costa and Garmston, 1994, p. 3)

Garmston (1991, p. 123) outlines the mediational competencies needed throughout the

coaching process:

1. posing carefully constructed questions aimed at challenging the
teachers'thinking and to cause the teacher to reflect deeply on
teaching plans, behaviors and results.

2. paraphrasing which is "probably the single most important
communication tool." It conveys that "I am attempting to
understand you, therefore I value you."

3. probing for specificity. Probing promotes more detailed thinking
that results in more informed decision-making.
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4. silence (after asking a questioq after the question has been
answered, and again in modeling reflection).

5. collecting data and presenting it objectively

Although Cognitive Coaching is meant to be a non-evaluative, peer coaching model,

coach to teacher, I have found that the systems of interactions are excellent in developing

and delivering professional development or staffdevelopment sessions for building

reflective thinking. The facilitator role expands to include mediation. A mediator is one

who intraposes herself between the learner and the environment. The mediator shines a

flashlight of consciousness through the questions she constructs, that allow a person to

examine his/her resources. My outcomes now relate to developing the thinking of

teachers and to providing them with time to reflect and observe. While modeling has

always been a priority for me during sessions, I now extend that modeling to include

reflection and learning. Peter Block , author of Flawless Consulting, states "that the basic

skill is to be able to make contact with people as partners." Although he does agree that

content expertise is helpful, he believes "that what people need help with is in dealing with

the culture and the environment around them" (in Sparkes,1992, p. l3). He goes on to

state that consultants need to be optimistic' and have basically positive feelings about the

people with whom they're working and that in this relationship the most important thing is

how authentic we are with our clients." (p.13). Thus the Cognitive coaching skills of

trust, rapport and nonjudgemental skills.

Further support for the processes of Cognitive Coaching comes from Anita DeBoer

(1986), author of The Art of Consulting. who maintains that it is important to know the

cognitive style of both one's self and the others with whom one works. She states that the
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process of consulting moves through a series of problem-solving stages which I see as

being closely related to the Cognitive Coaching model:

1. establishing trust
2. assessing problems and needs

3. exploring options
4. making decisions
5. following up

In the Art of Consulting, DeBoer (1986) elaborates on understanding cognitive style,

learning how to listen effectively, attending to nonverbal behaviour, being non-judgmental

and practicing the responding skills of paraphrasing, clarifying and reflecting and

practicing leading strategies. Thus the link with the art of consulting and Cognitive

Coaching. There is a direct correlation of her advice with the Cognitive Coaching model.

Questioning strategies, communication styles, knowledge of motivation factors and of

learning theories complete her repertoire of knowledge needed by the consultant.

Planning is crucial for the consultant and DeBoer advises thatS}Yo of the consultant's time

will be consumed with the planning of a strategy and the remainder ofthe time to carrying

it out. She states that a major feature of the planning process is to determine where you

want to be when the process is over. Peter Block puts it in these words: "Our task as

consultants is to help find answers uniquely suited to our system that emerge from those

within our system. Our act of faith is that administrators, teachers, and students have the

wisdom and integrity to create outcomes of which we can all be proud." (p. 15).

Similarly, Cognitive Coaching begins with the assumption that a person has the internal

capacities for change.
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The 'where you want to be' in Cognitive Coaching is helping teachers to selÊmodify.

Cognitive Coaching is based on the premise that the five states of mind - efficacy,

flexibility, craftsmanship, consciousness and interdependence - are energy sources fueling

holonomous behaviours. Coaches try to ascertain the teacher's development in these five

aspects of holonomy and pose questions to help promote teacher growth in each aspect.

Cognitive Coaching includes the planning conference, classroom observation and the

reflecting conference. The training process offers the consultant the opportunity to live

through the three conferences and to develop the skills needed in helping teachers to

reflect upon their teaching and decision-making processes.

This is a coaching process which may be used by the consultant as a complete process or

as simply in a reflecting conference. With Cognitive Coaching as training for the

consultant, it is the skills of the coaching that I believe will producetheflowering in the

garden. To me these are the ...., the ntn, which provides the necessary conditions to

assure growth in building the foundations for facilitating the culture of reflectiveness that

is deemed to be so crucial for change in the 90's.

Goals and Tools of Cognitive Coaching

1. Trust

Creating and maintaining trust is necessary to develop a safe atmosphere where learning,

change and risk-taking can occur. Coaches begin with the premise that all behaviour is

motivated by positive intention from that person's point of view. Trust in self is key.

Trusting yourself means being conscious of the ways in which you process and learq your

learning style and your cognitive style, your representational system, whether you are a

strong visual, auditory or kinesthetic learner. It means knowing which intelligences
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(Howard Gardner's schema of seven intelligences: verbal, linguìstic, logical-mathematical,

bodily-kinesthetic, interpersonal, intrapersonal, visual-spatial, and musical-rhythmic) are

your strongest and learning how to work with others who have different strengfhs.

Understanding other influences such as gender, culture, race, religion and family

backgrounds and emotional responses help the coaching process. "Coaches who trust

themselves are more capable of building trust with others." (Costa and Garmston, 1994,

p.3e)

Trust between individuals means seeing things from another person's point of view. Costa

and Garmston (1994) state that "Seeking to understand is one of the more important ways

a coach can communicate 'that another person is valued." (p. 40) Stephen Covey too

maintains that we need to "Seek first to understand and then to be understood." Trust in

the coaching process means having clear expectations about the forms and purposes of

classroom observation. Costa and Garmston (1994) outline numerous strategies for

developing rapport. It is this set of strategies that I have found to be beneficial to me in

my role of consultant, not to cause change or manipulate but to influence with integrity, to

establish the comfort level so that thought processes can be encouraged, analyzed and

applied.

In establishing rapport, both verbal and nonverbal behaviours can be used to nurture

the trust. Costa and Garmston (1994) refer to the support for the theory "that nearly two-

thirds of meaning in any social situation is derived from nonverbal cues." (p.43)

Matching nonverbals involves attention to: posture, gesture, inflection, pitch, volume, rate

of speech, language choices, and breathing. Verbal approaches also contribute to building

of the rapport and Costa and Garmston identify five non-judgmental verbal approaches:

structuring, silence, accepting, clarifying, and providing data. Structuring means outlining
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a cornmon understanding of the purposes for an observation. Silence indicates respect for

the teacher's reflection and processing time, as well as modeling the same thoughtfulness

and reflection. Non-judgmental accepting responses involves paraphrasing "the

paraphrase is possibly the most powerful of all the nonjudgmental verbal responses

because it communicates that "I'm attempting to understand you," and that says "I value

you". (Costa and Garmston) Empathy is another powerfi.rl tool. Probing and clarifying

help the coach to better understand the teacher's ideas, feelings and thought processes.

Providing data at the request of the teacher is also a nonjudgmental verbal behaviour that

builds rapport.

Consultants/staffdevelopers work with individuals and groups. Establishing trust and

rapport are skills that are necessary notjust for the coaching process but also for the

facilitation, consultation, and presentation fu nctions.

2. Mutual Learning

Goal number two involves mutual learning by the teacher and the coach. Garmston and

Costa (1994) outline the theoretical base for the strategies used:

To achieve the goal of learning, the coaching process incorporates the
basic principles of knowledge construction by Jerome Bruner, Jean
Piaget, and Hilda Taba: the adult learning theories of Malcolm
Knowles; human development sequences based upon the work of Jean
Piaget, Lawrence Kohlberg, Frances Fuller and Eric Erickson; the
neurolinquistic studies of Richard Bandler and John Grinder and the
mediational theories of Reuven Feuerstein. (p 3)

Cognitive coaching provides strategies for understanding perception such as

representational systems, cognitive styles, and educational belief systems. Further
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training in using language cues and eye movement help the coach to understand their

own and others' ways of understanding. Armed with this knowledge coaches can draw

upon a wide variety of strategies, including "questioning with the intention of engaging

and producing complex cognitiorL employing positive pre-suppositions and probing for

greater clarity and precision of language and thought." Coach as mediator means that

mediational skills become the coaches' language tools. Questioning becomes a matter of

trying to elicit analysis, application of learnings and considerations of the future.

Intonation becomes important as does sentence structure and positive pre-suppositions

e.g. "What goals and objectives do you have for your lesson?" Probing for specificity

includes probing for generalization, deletions and distortions.

Cognitive Coaching provides a map and practice in developing these skills. For a

consultant who is presenting or facilitating professional development sessions, such

language tools help her to understand the teachers with whom she works as was outlined

earlier, knowing the teachers cognitive style, and values contributes greatly to adult

learning.

Lee and Barnett (1994) in their analysis of reflective questioning support the theories

behind Cognitive Coaching. They state that: "The success of reflective questioning does

not depend on asking'Just the right question". It relies more on creating opportunities for

respondents to think aloud and construct meaning for themselves.", keeping the process

at the forefront. (p. 2O) They further recornmend the suspension ofjudgment as

particularly important for those in leadership or authority positions. " When staff

developers and other educational leaders can assist colleagues in learning ways of talking

together that increase understanding of self and others, the stage is set for collaborative

dialogues about improving collective practice. Reflective questioning is a promising
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strategy in the creation of such learning communities within and across schools." (Lee and

Barnett, 1994, p.2l) R. Prawat (1991)also suggests that teachers will become empowered

as they ask questions of themselves and of others. Thus Cognitive Coaching as the

temperature nurturing change.

3. Holonomy

The third goal, holonomy, is derived from two Greek words: 'holos' meaning whole and

'on' meaning part. Costa and Garmston (1994) use the example of the heart..."The

individuality of the heart operates within the wholeness of a larger system, and, in turn,

affects the entire system." (p. +) They propose that "the goal of developing holonomy

consists of two outcomes: parts and whole. The first outcome is to support people in

becoming autonomous and self-actualizing. The second outcome is for members for the

school community to function interdependently, recognizing their capacity to both selÊ

regulate and be regulated by the norrns, values and concerns of the larger system". (p.a) It

is the five states of mind that provide the energy sources for the actualization of

holonomy, say Costa and Garmston.

The work of Dr. Roseann Liebmann (l993)supports these findings about the values of the

five states of mind. She found that f¡om working with human resource developers from

product and service organnations that the states of mind of consciousness and

interdependence followed by flexibility were critical attributes for all employees. In Costa

and Garmston's work the five states of mind serve as diagnostic tools to assess the

cognitive development of other individuals and groups and to plan intervention. The goal

of Cognitive Coaching begins with understanding your own states of mind. Costa and

Garmston state that these states of mind are transitory - they change with differing

circumstances: they are transforming - "the states of mind access the personal resources
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required for peak performance" and they are transformable either by one's self or by

another person. Garmston and Costa outline that three of the four frlters of perceptions

and beliefs - representational systems, cognitive style and belief systems do not change but

that the fourth system - the states of mind -is a filter of capacity and that these states of

mind can be developed over the course of a lifetime and can be developed in classrooms.

States of mind development are also linked with the stages of adult development

Being that the states of mind are transformable, coaches recognize the existing state and

try to assess the desired state. The Cognitive Coaching Desired State Map and the skills

of Pacing and Leading are strategies that helþ people to move towards developing their

states of mind. Costa and Garmston refer to Lev Vygotsþ (1978), the Russian

psycholinquist, who reports," Every function in cultural development appears twice. First

in the social level and later in the individual level. First, between people and then

inside...All the higher functions originate as actual relations between individuals." (p.140)

Humans grow in mutuality with each other.

The tools of Cognitive Coaching become a framework for working with staffto help them

develop professional capabilities: knowledge of the structure of the discipline(s), self-

knowledge, values, standards, beließ, repertoire of teaching skills and knowing about

students and how they learn.(Garmston and Wellman) Hixson (1993) maintains that

"Critical to this orientation on outcomes are the concepts of "teacher as researcher " and

of the "reflective practitioner":

In developing these cognitive processes of understanding, in enhancing the reflection, staff

developers need to develop a role identity as mediators and need to develop competence

in the foundation coaching skills: mediative questioning, pacing and leading, assessing
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existing state and mediating for the desired states of mind as well as applying certain

macro maps. Cognitive coaching then becomes the training for the many gardeners (the

climatic controls) as we seek to encourage such behaviours in all of the partners in the

'learning garden.'

THE SUPPORTING FRAMEWORI(S

10.1 Learning Organization Theory

(the climatic controls)

"Existing systems produce existing resalts. If something dffirent is required, the system

must be changed." Sir Christopher Ball

Learning organzation theory is the third frameworlc, that I believe, provides a framework

for the consultant to work towards systems change. Garmston and Wellman (1994)

outline a second goal for adaptive schools - developing orgaruzational capacities which

embrace systems thinking and a visioq values and goal focus. Four activities in this

learning organization involve: initiating and managing adaptation, inte¡preting and using

data, developing and nurturing interdependence and gathering and focusing resources.

The vision is based on developing the five states of mind.

Other tools developed in Cognitive Coaching when working with groups and by Peter

Senge when developing systems change are: the seven norrns of collaboration, dialogue

versus discussion, use of the learning wheel and learning styles.
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i) One framework to help with this new culture of inquiry are the seven norms of

collaboration as outlined by William Baker, Group Dynamics Associates and adapted by

Arthur Costa and Robert Garmston (1994)

. pausing: pausing before responding or asking a question allows time for thinking and

enhances dialogue, discu ssion and decision-making.

. paraphrasing: assists members of the group to hear and understand each other as they

formulate decisions.

. probing: using gentle open-ended probes or inquiries increases the clarity and precision

of the group's or person's thinking.

o putting ideas on the table: ideas are the heart of a meaningful dialogue

. paying attention to self and others: Meaningful dialogue is facilitated when each group

member is conscious of self and of others and is ware of nor only what she/he is saying

but how it is said and how others are responding. Paying attention t learning styles and

responding to others in their own language are manifestations of this norrn.

o presuming positive presuppositions: Assuming that others' intentions are positive

promotes and facilitates meaningful dialogue and eliminates unintentional put-downs.

. pursuing a balance between advocacy and inquiry: Pursuing and maintaining a balance

between advocating a position and inquiring about one's own and other's positions

assists the group to become a learning orgaruzation. (Garmston 1994, p.27)

Current research taking place in Michigan is proving successful as Peg Luidens and

Simmons (1994) help school teams use the tools of cognitive coaching to facilitate the

process of faculty meeting design and of school change.
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being presented as a way of discovering a new view. There is a deep listening, free and

creative exploration of issues, a suspending of one's views and is playful. Discussiorq on

the other hand, involves presenting and defending different views in search of the best

view. Winning is usually the goal and there is a ping ponging of ideas as decisions are

made. As a tool, encouraging dialogue will help the staffdeveloper to promote

reflectiveness. "Staffdevelopers are beginning ...to see their role as not so much grving

[teachers] new information as it is to put them in touch with what they do. The answer to

many problems in the classroom...is in the teachers' head, but they don't know it or

haven't known it," says Pat Wolfe, well-known trainer and facilitator in brain-based

teaching and learning. 'The role then becomes that of facilitator of 'substantive dialogue

about what you 're doing as a teacher and why you do it and how you can do it better."

(in Diegmueller, 1994, p.l0) The tools of Cognitive Coaching and the seven norms of

collaboration become part of this process.

iii) The Reflecting Cycle

Ultimately learning is judged by results. In keeping with the theories of John Dewey,

David Kolb (198a) developed the learning wheel, used by Peter Senge in building learning

organizations.

more
concrete

more
abstract

:ciding tl

G== connecting p

more action
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Reflecting means becoming an observer of your own thinking and acting. Connecting -

creatingideas and possibilities for action and rearranging them into new forms. Deciding -

settling on a method for action and doing - performing a task with as much of an

experimental frame of mind as possible. Team learning is described in this diagram.

more
concrete

more
abstract

more action more reflection (p-62)

Learning organizations are built on these models of reflection as previously outlined in

chapter 6. Within this wheel, David Kolb has identified individual styles which he calls

more concrete, more abstract, more actiott, more reflection. Understanding learning style

is another tool needed by the staffdeveloper. Closely related to Tony Gregorc's and

Kathleen Butler's model of learning styles, Kolb suggests that to have a mix of learning

styles in a group is most advantageous (in Sengg L994, p.64)

According to Peter Senge et al (1994),"gre.atteams are learning organzations- groups of

people who, over timg enhance their capacþ to create what they truly desire to create-"

(p.18) In such an orgaruzation people are changed profoundly- There is a deep learning

cycle at the heart of a learnin g organzation which combines new skills and capabilities that

alter what team members can do. The disciplines of personal mastery and building shared

vision develop these capabilities. As new capabilities develop, new sensibilities and

awareness develop. With new awareness of our mental models, we become mindful of

the ways in which we construct our views. The use of dialogue, of personal mastery and
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awareness develop. With new awareness of our mental models, we become mindful of

the ways in which we construct our views. The use of dialogue, of personal mastery and

shared vision again become important. Over time as people start to see things differently,

new beliefs and assumptions form. Senge states that these attitudes and beließ can change

as experience changes and when this happens, culture changes. He believes that the

carrier of culture is the story we tell each other over and over again- as we see the world

anew we tell a different story. (Also Robbins, Norman and Phillips)

The architecture of this organization, Senge et al describe as: 1. guiding ideas (the

passion), 2. theory, methods and tools (new skills) and 3. innovations in infrastructure

(opportunities to apply visions) (p.22) All tools must be based on underlying theory, as

Senge states" only such tools have the power to change how we think" (p.31) and he

paraphrases Einstein "our present problems cannot be solved at the level of thinking at

which they were created."(p.31)

Setting up an infrastructure for learning, both for the staffdeveloper and for the staff

development, becomes the goal for this consultant. The most important innovations in

infrastructure for learning organizations will enable people to develop capabilities such as

systems thinking and collaborative inquiry within the context of their jobs. Senge refers to

the integrity of the architecture-that all th¡ee must be present or the triangle collapses.

Without guiding ideas, there is no passiorl no overarching sense of
direction or purpose....Without theory, methods and tools, people
cannot develop the skills and capabilities required for deeper
thinking....Without innovations in infrastructure, inspiring ideas and
powerful tools lack credibility because people have neither the
opportunity nor resources to pursue their visions or apply the tools.
(p.36-7)
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Where there is genuine vision, people excel and learq not because they are told to. but

because they want to." Senge (p.a6\. Bill O'Brien, CEO for Hanover Insurance states "

the more I understand the real skills of leadership in a learning orgauzation, the more I

become convinced that these are the skills of effective parenting. Leading in a learning

orgaruzation involves supporting people in clarifying and pursuing their own visions,

'moral suasion', helping people discover underlying causes of problems, and empowering

them to make choices." (cited in Dryden and Vos , p.469) Once again the tools in

Cognitive Coaching can help create a learning environment for developing leaders.

In Senge's model, holding and seeking a visioq reflecting and inquiring, building

collective capabilities and understanding systems are key activities. According to

Senge(1994), a learning organization helps people manage change. "People in learning

organizations react more quickly when their environment changes because they know how

to anticipate changes that are going to occur and how to create the kinds ofchanges they

want." (p 1l) Similarly in the adaptive learning organization, as outlined by Margaret

Wheatley (1992), and as discussed in chapter six, the goal of a learning organization is to

be adaptive to an ever-changing environment and that in this adaptive organization,

relationships and professional dialogue are the keys to effectiveness. By focusing on the

states of mind, Costa and Garmston, tell us that these energy sources can transforrn energy

and individuals into positive capacity enhancing changes for the organization.

In addressing this learning organizatiorL the premise is that an orgamzation needs to have

defined mind maps (defined by the organization) that operate in congruency with

curriculum development, staffdevelopment, individual improvement and school

improvement. According to Vos, Margulius, Garmston and others, mindmaps allow us a
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better definition for organizational design and professional design. As Moffett (1992) has

stated: "our present maps are too small. Any area may be staked out as an atea." (p.17)

The premise is that by having the same mindmaps we increase the likelihood of moving

forward in education. So too, Sergiovanni, (1992) recommends having maps or compass

settings to guide the journey of community life. Sergiovanni (1,994) continues this premise

by showing how to make the maps and he refers to the work of James Henderson (1992)

who recommends clustering as a means to begin the process of designing out from values.

This is a process of developing a cornmunity of learners with the goal of resourcefulness

for both the individual and the organization, with the tools of understanding, the five states

of mind, and with the other frlters of perception.

Numerous other tools to help the reflection process of the learning organization are

outlined by Peter Senge, Gary Phillips, Pam Robbins, Peter Norman and Garmston and

Wellman, providing the staffdeveloper with a range of guiding ideas for systems and

group change.

SUPPORTING FRAME\ryORKS

10.2 Dimensions of Learning

(the c I i m ati c contro I s)

AII of these tools offer possibilities for extending the emphasis on reflection into the

classroom. However, I have found that Dimensions of Learning helps the teacher

organrze for this culture of reflectiveness. Dimensions of Learning provides a

framework for structuring learning experiences, not only for the classroom teacher, but for

all participants in the learning process. Just as Cognitive Coaching is based on certain
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assumptions, so too, it is important to note at the outset the six assumptions upon which

Dimensions is based:

Instruction must reflect the best of what we know about
how learning occurs.

Learning involves a complex system of interactive
processes that includes five types of thinking - the five
dimensions of learning.

What we know about learning indicates that instruction
focusing on large, interdisciplinary curricular themes is

the most effective way to promote learning.

The K-12 curriculum should'include explicit teaching of
higher-level attitudes and perceptions and mental habits

that facilitate learning.

A comprehensive approach to instruction includes at
least two distinct types of instruction: one that is more

teacher-directed and another that is more student-
directed.

6. Assessment should focus on students' use of knowledge
and complex reasoning rather than on their recall of
low-level information. (Teachers' manual, p. vii)

In "Dimensions", Marzano has reviewed more that thirty years of research on the learning

process and has incorporated that research into a model for classroom instruction, the

focus of which is the learner. He maintains that the process of learning involves the five

types of thinking, five dimensions of thought:

1. positive attitudes and perceptions about learning,
2. thinking involved in acquiring and integrating knowledge
3. thinking involved in extending and refining knowledge,
4. thinking involved in using knowledge meaning fully and

5. productive habits of the mind. ( critical and creative thinking and self-
regulation)

1.

)

J,

4.

5.
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Within the training of Dimensions of Learning are opporrunities for teachers,

administrators, staffdevelopers to practice the skills and understandings needed in each

dimension of learning and to apply them to specific classroom situations. This is a

framework that integrates what we already know about learning into the instructional

process, "one of its more powerful features is the integrative nature ofthe framework - the

connections it brings to our disparate knowledge of the learning process." (p. 6 Trainer's

Manual) The culture of learning advocated in the research quoted in this study - the

active learning component, the need to establish an environment of trust and positive

attitudes, the need to teach thinking explicitly, tire need to focus on creativity, on prior

knowledge, on relevance, on information as problems and issues, on teacher response to

the student's learning- are all addressed by this framework. Marzano states that it is

important to recognize the interdependence of the five ways of thinking. They do not

work in isolation or in a linear sequence. Hixson (1993) states:

Staff developers, therefore, must focus their energies on helping
educators redefine the characteristics of effective instruction, the
role of the teacher in the classroom and the responsibilities of
administrators in setting high expectations and standards, and in
providing a support system to assist staff in meeting those

expectations"(p.50).

Dimensions of Learning as a supporting framework for consultants/staffdevelopers, offers

a comprehensive way for helping teachers think about curriculun¡ instruction and

assessment.

Louis Rubin ( I9S7 ) maintains that the classroom provides the ideal setting where

teachers can study the educational process:
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They can , for example, experiment with different instructional
techniques; determine what pre-requisite knowledge is essential to
accomplishing a given curricular goal, make judgments about the
best sequence of learning objectives, and, in general, practice
reflective teaching so as to learn more about the pedagogical arts.

Such study, it goes without saying, is, in itself, a high form of staff
development"(p. 179).

Through understanding this frameworlq teachers will become more conscious of the types

of thinking they are encouraging in the classroom. They can use this framework for

organszing knowledge and paying attention to the five states of mind within their students.

As attributed to Peter Drucker in chapter 3, new questions of the quality and productivity

of knowledge need to be considered. Linking Dimensions of Learning with the reflective

tools of Cognitive Coaching, is one framework for addressing these questions for

building a classroom environment based on inquiry and reflectiveness, in a move towards

both teacher and student selÊdirected learning and collaboration in curriculum

development and staff development.

10.3 Summary and Reflection

Creating a culture of a learning community, builds on the learning theories of Dewey

(1916), Osborne (1991) and the questions posed by Apple (1979) and Bowers (1987)as

we move towards a reflective, interactive, practical, and relevant application. Fullan

(1993) states that "each and every educator must strive to be an effective change agent."

(p.13) With training in Cognitive Coaching, in learning organzation theory and in

Dimensions of Learning, the gardeners have the meta-tools to begin changing the root

system. Staff developers as learners in these frameworl<s , and staff developers as

gordeners within these frameworl<s, help others to learn and to use the Írameworks for

assisting in changing the culture-
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Lev Vygotsþ's(1962) Zone of Proximal development, which has received renewed

interest, his assessment of what a student can do with help, becomes, as Elliott Eisner

(1991) points out, as relevant in the design of curriculum materials for teachers, as it is for

students'use. Through inquiry, the consultant then should be asking "What is it that the

teacher needs to move ahead?" Using the states of mind as resourcefulness will help

answer this question as we work towards creating an adaptive learning system that moves

with change, changing its form, while retaining identity and being true to its goals and

values.

Although I identify Dimensions of Learning and Learning Organization Theory as two of

the supporting frameworks, I believe Cognitive Coaching should be the foundation. The

training in Cognitive Coaching is based on the newest research in teaching and learning.

Vos and Dryden (19 ) illustrate that as a life-long learner of any age, you'll learn faster

and easier if all six key principles of learning are organized brilliantly by a teacher who is

an involver - not a lecturer- and who, as a facilitator, orchestrates these factors:

1. The best learning "state"
2. A presentation format that involves all your senses and is relaxing, fun

filled, varied, fast-paced and stimulating;
3. Creative and critical thinking to aid "internal processing";
4. "Ãctivations" to access the material, with games, skits and plays;

5. Plenty of chances to practice;

6. Regular rehearse-and-review sessions.

Such is the training in Cognitive Coaching. It is based upon the best about what we know

as to how learning occurs. This environment is reflective of John Dewey's environment

conducive to learning: the active component of learning, the balance in instruction, of the
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linking of subject matter to the interests and experience of students, of teachers' responses

to students as they are learning and of the thinking needed in this environment.

Furthermore, I cite the personal example of a Winnipeg administÍator, Omer Fontaine,

who recently co-authored an article on Cognitive Coaching for Education Canada with

John Dyer (1995): "Cognitive Coaching has helped relieve the general stress on stafi,

permitted more experimentation as well as encouraged the nurturing of the element of

trust. A significant change in those factors has had a positive effect on the students'

learning, the single most important reason for teacher evaluation or supervision." (p. 32)

It is my belief and my experience, that with the goal of nurturing resourcefulness using the

five states of mind as guides, the processes of Cognitive Coaching become empowering

for teachers resulting in enhanced learning for students. In building a cornmunity of

learners, learning organization theory means building professional relationships and

professional dialogue. With the addition of the Dimensions of Learning, whereby teachers

can link the thinking as they develop their resourcefulness, consultants can address the

practical orgaruzation strategies to help teachers as they develop in resourcefulness, in the

states of mind of efficacy or consciousness or interdependence or craftsmanship or

flexibility.
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CHAPTER I I

FINAL SUMMATION AND REFLECTION

"It is in the reflection one comes to challenges one's assumptions and reconstruct one's

experiences" D. J. Clandinin (1986).

This study was an attempt to answer four key questions:

1. In this changing era of staffdevelopment, does the consultant have a role in

educational change and, if so, what is the role of consultant/staffdeveloper?

Answer: The consultant does have a role in educational change (Fullan, Gusky,

Wolfe, Hayes,...) and as the culture changes to developing reflectiveness, the role

becomes one of a trainer/presenter, facilitator, mediator, coach and an

organtzational strategist; one of the many partners in the learning process. (vide

chapters 5,6,7,9)

2. What skills, abilities and knowledge do consultants need as learners and facilitators

in educational change? Answer: Beginning with a vision, having an understanding

of curriculum history and perspectives, an understanding of the adult learner, of

organrzational contexts, of the link between staffdevelopment, curriculum

development and best instructional practices, an understanding of school cultures

and keeping abreast of the new research in teaching and learning as well as
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understanding the change process, group processes and inquiry processes are

needed by the consultant/ staffdeveloper. (vide chapters 2,3,4,5,6,7,8)

3. How can the knowledge of effective staffdevelopment be used toward successful

change and restructuring efforts? Answer: Contributing to an environment in

which team-building, problem-solving and organizational development for

collaborative structure become a focus and in which encouraging critical inquiry

and teacher autonomy become the norm.(vide chapters 9 and 10)

4. What are the most valuable foundations and frameworks that consultants/staff

developers can use to help facilitate the learning community in schools and

divisions? Answer: For this consultant, the most valuable frameworks I have

found through experience and supported by the literature are : Cognitive Coaching,

as providing a foundation of skills and abilities to involve teachers in a reflective

environment, Dimensions of Learning as an organizing framework to help teachers

extend the thinking environment into the classroom and learning organization

theory (Senge, Costa, Garmston & Wellman, Phillips, Robbins) in which numerous

activities and skills and competencies are outlined for systems change. (vide chapter

8,10)

We know more about the gardens than ever before with the new research on brain-based

teaching and learning, with the knowledge of adult learning, understanding of the change

process, of organizational contexts and changing cultures. It is my belief that consultant
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as pro-active staffdeveloper, means working towards developing the mindset of

continuous learning for all of the participants and increased resourcefulness for individuals

and for the organization, keeping in mind that no matter what staffdevelopment program

is used, no two learners will take away the same information. Our brains are unique.

Each learner has a different style of learning and has difiFering strengths in the seven

intelligences. Belief systems vary, personal backgrounds and former experiences with

education differ as does one's state when entering the learning process and one's stage in

adult development. The pro-active staffdeveloper, the gardener, needs to value these

differences and encourage people to maximize their potential, to increase their

resourcefulness and their ability to self-modify.

Current staffdevelopment programs do not presently meet these challenges. A new

approach to developing reflectiveness and empowering teachers has to take place. In

recognition of the seed that grows withiq the pro-active staffdeveloper can offer

umbrellas of support, structures which cause reflection whicll in turn, may result in action

research chosen by the teacher. Staffdevelopers need to ask themselves, "What is it that

the teacher needs to move ahead? in order to structure some of the environment. But

ultimately, consultants/staffdevelopers need to use tools to help the teacher realize what it

is that he or she needs to move ahead, and those pathways, I believe, are the five states of

mind, used within the frameworks of Cognitive Coaching, learning orgaruzation theory

and Dimensions of Learning.
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As Joyce and Showers (1995) state: "Central to the task is changing the professional to

professional relationship, the relationship of all educators to the knowledge base, and the

process of inquiry into teaching and leaming,"- The tools of l. trust/rapport building 2.

orgaruzational diagnosis 3. dealing with the process 4- resource utilization 5. managing the

work and 6- building skill and confidence in people to conrinue (Rand study, p.224 in

Fullan, l99l) and the tools and frameworks of Cognitive Coaching, Iearning organization

theory and Dimensions of Learning can help the consultanl staffdeveloper have an impact

in facilitating meaningful change. The model that I propose includes these frameworks

with Cognitive Coaching as the foundation for the staffdeveloper. It includes the tools

and background knowledge that have previously been outlined, with the vision being one

of developing increased resourcefulness through the five states of mind for all involved in

education
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At this time, other than the institutes for summer learning sponsored by the National Staff

Development Council, very few courses exist on staffdevelopment. That the position is

valued and needed has previously been outlined. That staffdevelopment in this changing

era is required is seen to be of paramount importance. It is in view of these conditions

that I propose the following recommendations:

11.0 RECOMMENDAIIO¡úS

l. Cognitive coaching become a practice embraced not only by school divisions but by

Faculties of Education and that both the coaching process and the system of interactions

be available to interested staffas tools towards building the ability to selÊmodiff.

2. Dimensions of Learning become an orgarnzing framework for consultants, classroom

teachers and for education students dealing with content areas , curriculum development

and extending classroom thinking.

3. Collaborative Structures and common mindmaps be established within and between

schools, school divisions, school boards, parents and students, the university and the

community so that staffdevelopment, self improvement and school improvements focus

on the ability to selÊmodiSr.

4. Divisional Support systems be established supporting contact time, not just contact

time with students but between and among professionals

5. Action research be explored for consultants/ staffdevelopers as training for their work

in reflection and with teachers who choose to explore action research projects.
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These ways of thinking can be used to heighten teachers'
awareness of their own beliefs, provide content for their
reflections and help them develop their justifications (V.
Richards p.16).

6. Courses be established to support those teachers who move into staffdevelopment

positions (those teachers who have interpersonal skills, at least seven years of classroom

experience, administrative qualities, are lifelong learners) " It is our opinion that

institutions of higher education should work with practitioners in the field to create

responsive graduate programs in staffdevelopment". Davidson, Henkelman and

Stasinowsþ (1993, p. 63).

7. Assessment Practices for self-improvement - New assessment tools, in keeping with

the research on teaching and learning, need to be developed to show the benefits ofstaff

development programs. The structure of the organization needs to be defined around

individual improvement and resourcefulness.

8. Advocate for staff development - there needs to be someone sitting at the Board table

who can be a primary advocate for human resource needs and for organizational

improvement. Asayesh (1994) "Advocacy for staffdevelopment takes planning, vision,

commitment, outreach, and a healthy dose of politicking." (p.52)

9. School improvement plans should involve improving the quality of professional

dialogue and of relationships. Facilitation skills for all of the participants needs to become

part of the culture.

9. A further recommendation would be that a staff development model be constructed

showing the intertwining of Cognitive Coaching, Dimensions of Learning and Learning

orgaruzation theory.



10. The research problem is to describe the function of the consultant within the context

of a changing educational culture and to suggest a foundation in instructional and

organizational change. What becomes obvious is that there are two roles here--

instructional and organizational change. More research is needed into the descriptions of

these two roles.

11.1 CONCLUSIO/V

The research problem under investigation has been to describe one consultant's

perceptions on the function of the consultant within the context of a changing educational

culture and to suggest a foundation and frameworks for the staffdeveloper for

instructional change and organizational change. The garden has changed - no longer does

knowledge lie outside of a school with staffdevelopment being the way to bring it in.

The most powerful form of staffdevelopment comes from sharing what we know with

others. By reflecting upon what we do and by sharing and articulating our craft

knowledge, we make meaning, we learn. As John Dewey has stated, "We learn by doing,

if we reflect upon what we are doing". Consultant as learner, the garden within continues

to blossom and buds begin to sprout in the reflection gained from the writing of this thesis

as I envision continuous learning, the ability to selÊmodify and enhanced resourcefulness

becoming a valued and integral part of the culture of education.

As I reflect upon my own growt[ the growth of the gardener, throughout completing the

coursewor( writing this thesis and working in the position of consultant for five years, I

believe that I have grown in five dimensions:
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1) In attitude: with developing the habit of continuous learning, as described by John

Dewey, "Growing is a continuous leading into the future." As I explored the coursework

on curriculum perspectives, on culture, on the study of teaching, with the questions of

Johann Pestalozzi, John Dewey, Michael Apple, CA Bowers, James Moffett, Peter

Drucker and many others, I was led to ask my own questions about the kind of culture we

in the 90's are building in education. Continuing to delve more deeply into curriculum

issues led me to Schwab's work on the practical paradigm leading through to the

'curriculum as inquiry' approach of Clandinin and Connelly (1988) and to action research.

Throughout this quest I began to ask different questions: how are we empowering

students and teachers to make their own sense of the world and to understand the taken-

for-granted assumptions and the responsibility that knowledge brings?" My inquiry

continues as I lead into the future.

2. In thinking: I have experienced significant shifts in my thinking both in regards to my

role of consultant and in my own thought processes. Whereas once I viewed the role of

consultant as initiator in educational change, I now view the role as gardener, as facilitator

of learning, of change. In my own thinking, I believe that I have adopted the personal

paradigm of reflective learner. I have become more metacognitive, constantly thinking

about my thinking. In turq I believe that my use of metacognition as a structure when

working with others, has helped me to make the environment more metacognitive. I see

others taking responsibility for their own learning and I see groups becoming more selÊ

determining. I hear new questions being asked as I honour my belief that individuals have

the resources within them to self-modi$.

3. Greatly expanded knowledge: Not only have I expanded my knowledge on culture and

curriculum as previously mentioned, but my knowledge of staffdevelopment, of the

change process and of the tools in staffdevelopment has increased. I now have a clearer

understanding of where we've been and where we're going. The emerging concerns in

staffdevelopment are stimulating grass roots involvement, encouraging personal
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development and providing pedagogic leadership. By understanding the change process,

group dynamics and the inquiry process, I have gained new perspectives on the tools of

staffdevelopment. (vide chapter 8)

4. Meaning-making. I have been able to create meaning for me as I have for the people

with whom I work. The coursework and the thesis have been relevant and important to

my everyday nru. f have also been able to develop my own capacities for resourcefulness.

My vision has become one of developing capacities for resourcefulness within all of the

gardens in the ecosystem: staffdevelopment, school improvement and personal

improvement. I believe that I have written a document that has meaning. I believe that

this thesis is unified with the metaphor of growth, that it is coherent and that it will answer

questions for those who are considering a job in staffdevelopment, as well as raise new

questions.

5. In practice: The frameworks have definitely become apart of my practice. I am

constantly assessing the states of mind in myself and in my environment. The elements of

Cognitive Coaching, Dimensions of Learning and learning organtzation theory have

actually become my frames of reference which I use to sort informatiorç plan, present,

facilitate. They have become filters for me and a part of my personal style as I work

towards building a community of learners. I have grown in my own states of mind - in

efficacy, with the feeling that I can make a difference; in consciousness, my awareness of

my own thinking and that of others; in flexibility, understanding the perspectives of

others, in interdependence, working in concert with others; and in my craftsmanship, my

desire to constantly perfect my craft, whether it be consulting, facilitating, coaching, or

presenting.

A final reflection is that although the consultant's position is not one of positional power,

it can be one of influence because the filters of perception that are used can affect the

whole system so that others can more clearly understand their own purpose and meaning.
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The content is important but perhaps the stronger piece is the filter with which is left with

the individual, the group or the organization.

" Never have the possibilities for human development been more remarkable." states Jean

Houston. (in Dryden and Vos, pA7\ The time has come to heed Michael Fullan's 1982

statement that "the role of district consultant in educational change represents a significant

resource which has not received the attention it deserves" and to begin to address this role

of consultant/staff developer in educational change.

"Finally, we advocate a pervasive, learning community-oriented
staffdevelopment system, not just to improve effrciency but from a

sense of moral urgency. Social change, national and global,

demands that we remodel the education of our children. To do so

we have to redesign our own conditions of learning." (Joyce

Showers, 1995, p.3)

It is not the vision to have all of the garden lined up by rows of vegetables or fruits or

flowers but instead to nurture an ecogtstem that allows vegetables, plants andweeds to

co-exist in a way that is productive for the environment. Every parlicipant has a role qnd

the ecologt becomes one of strivingfor resourcefulness. As plqnts are growing, the best

we can do is lo increase their ability to grow. They can never be in the same place and

have the same increase. Each one is dffirent. If the goal is to increase individual

resourcefulness then we have to do things different collectively. The role of the gardener

is to develop the rich diversity of relationships that ore all around us, to energize our

teqms and our organizations and to promote the rich dialogue that honours oll members

of the garden. The ecologt has changed. We can no longer live in isolation andwhat is

needed is "Change capacity as qway oÍ ltÍe to help students[and adultsJ become citizens

who live andwork productively in increasingly dynamicølly complex societies . (Michael

Fullan, 1993, p-4)
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